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ABSTRACT 
The growth of the railroad industry in the United States began on the east coast in 1803 
and quickly spread westward, culminating in its ultimate link with the west coast via the 
Transcontinental Railroad in 1869. Monumental train terminals—a new building type at the 
time—were constructed at key points of articulation along the way. The industry reached its peak 
in the early twentieth century but suffered a decline as the automobile and airline industries 
became preferable modes of transportation. 
As a new and growing nation in the mid-nineteenth century, the United States chose to 
utilize the Beaux-Arts architectural style—known for its historical references, grandeur, and 
monumental scale—as the appropriate style to convey the celebrated nature of its public 
buildings, including train terminals. The Beaux-Arts style, whose popularity was advanced by 
the World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893, was aided by the prosperity and innovation brought 
forth by the industrial revolution and the planning concepts of the City Beautiful Movement.  
History shows that monumental train terminals followed a cyclical pattern of use 
consisting of a height of use or heyday, followed by a period of decline, and culminating in a 
resurgence or renaissance due to restoration and adaptive reuse. This study aims to answer the 
question of how the legacy of two monumental train terminals have impacted preservation and 
cultural heritage practices from their origins at the beginning of the twentieth century to the 
present. Additionally, it sought to understand what the legacy of public transportation buildings 
is in general to the American public.  
Train terminals are monumental works of art that facilitated the growth of the United 
States through the railroad. Their role in this capacity, as structures of such significance, merits 
their preservation and rehabilitation for posterity. 
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To find the answers to these questions the author conducted a comprehensive 
comparative analysis of both Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station through 
which he examined the history and restoration approaches for both train terminals by their 
ownership groups. Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station both followed this 
cyclical pattern of the height of use, decline, and resurgence. By understanding their respective 
history from inception to their restoration and adaptive reuse, we can understand the fundamental 
models that result in the train terminals’ continued viability. 
The results of the comparative analysis highlighted the significant relationship between 
the community, historic preservation, and the positive impact that these two exemplary terminals 
have had on preservation and cultural heritage practices. The results also showed that social and 
cultural values manifest themselves in a shared sense of meaning associated with memories 
brought about by the restoration of these historically significant structures.  The highly public 
nature of their successful restorations allows them to serve as good ambassadors of historic 
preservation and cultural heritage. The efforts of many in the restoration of these two terminals 
were proved worthwhile. The sustained viability of historic train terminals such as Washington 
Union Station and Kansas City Union Station, informs people of their own diverse history and 
culture and what the future may hold through their revitalized presence. The general well-being 
of Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station is evidenced by planned future 
expansions, and the health of preservation and adaptive reuse as a whole is reinforced by the 
current extensive restoration of a third monumental train terminal, Michigan Central Station (see 
Chapter 6), within its surrounding neighborhoods. The conservation of historic buildings, as 
evidenced by the train terminal archetype presented here, fosters a remembrance of what shaped 
viii 
our culture and society and what the future holds. Their preservation ensures that future 
generations are afforded the same. 
 
1 
CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION  
  In our designed environment we are surrounded by buildings that are in various states of 
decline and rebirth. As buildings age, they change due to the effects of time and the environment. 
The buildings’ use can change as well, for the same reasons. The rich history of the railroad 
industry and its historic train stations are no exception. 
 The American railroad played a significant role in the development of the United States. 
With its roots going back nearly as far as those of the United States itself, the railroad industry 
grew along with the country, providing the connectivity that was key to the nation’s early 
development. Railroad stations evolved in step with the railroad itself, serving as important hubs 
facilitating the movement of people and freight. For larger cities, designers planned train stations 
often as centerpieces of urban design, allowing them to not only conveniently connect to more 
dispersed modes of transportation, but to become visible landmarks, and significant points of 
departure and arrival. The railroad industry in Europe preceded the United States in its 
development. Europe's terminals served as precursors to the early terminals in the United States 
with such examples as the Gare du Nord and Gare de l’Est in Paris, or Waterloo Train Station in 
London. Often monumental in scale and classically designed, these majestic buildings were 
effective gateways to their cities and beyond, holding a place similar to the role airports play in 
our culture today.    
The railroad industry reached its apex or Golden Age in the 1920s. It was at that point 
that the automobile industry, the airline industry, and substantial government regulation began to 
slowly undermine the dominance that the railroad industry once enjoyed. As rail travel 
diminished over the next decades, so did the use of the once-great train terminals. By the late 
1960s and early 1970s, many beautiful and well-known train stations had been abandoned or 
2 
worse yet, in isolated cases, demolished. The 1966 Historic Preservation Act whose passing was 
influenced in part by the planned destruction of the famed Pennsylvania Station in 1963. (Figure 
1.1) The law established the National Register of Historic Places and State Historic Preservation 
offices. The law, and the agencies created by the law, worked to preserve our historic places, and 
helped to avoid another unfortunate fate such as befell Pennsylvania Station. Today thousands of 
our historic structures have been preserved for future generations to enjoy because of this 
legislation. 
 
Figure 1.1. Interior of Pennsylvania Station. Photo courtesy  
of Cevin Robinson, 1962. 
 
The character of a building is in part a legacy accrued by the occupants or users over 
time. These inhabitants add or detract from the character, and train stations, with their thousands 
3 
upon thousands of travelers, are no exception. For the historic train stations, the result is a 
building that has built up, over time, a record of its own environment.  
Train stations and the railroad industry played a significant role in the development and 
expansion of the United States. American train stations, in particular, are in a unique position to 
serve as a record of how the nation was built and experienced over time. Fortunately, train 
terminals such as Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station have been 
successfully saved from demolition and have found new life in the communities they serve as 
witnesses of historic transformation.  
The historic train terminals and their heritage are often worth preserving, either for the 
building's historic character and significance or perhaps because of what they meant to the city 
they are located in, those who traveled through, lived nearby, or spent their lives working in 
them. Kansas City Union Station’s website says it well: 
The North Waiting Room (now Grand Plaza) held 10,000 people and the complex 
included restaurants, a cigar store, barbershop, railroad offices, the nation's largest 
Railway Express Building (used for shipping freight and mail) as well as a 
powerhouse providing steam and power.  So many stories of farewells, reunions, 
and of day-to-day vibrancy still echo in her walls.1 
 
When they fall into disrepair, these unique structures have the potential to be revitalized 
again to capitalize on their inherent historical value and their sustainable qualities as well. The 
comparative analysis that this study focuses on seeks to explore the commonalities and 
differences between Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station. By doing so it 
aims to answer these questions: 
What were the historic social and cultural values of train stations and what of these 
values still remain? How do Kansas City’s Union Station and Washington D.C. differ from each 
 
1 “About Us,” accessed October 10, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/about. 
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other and how are they similar? How does the legacy of these two train stations impact 
preservation and cultural heritage practices?  
There are inherently historical and practical values in monumental train terminals that, 
through adaptive reuse efforts, are transferable from a bygone era to the present, and on into the 
future. In the case of Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station, the city's 
residents appear to value the historic nature of the buildings and what they once stood for, and 
the evolution of their use over time. The buildings, at the height of their use, represented 
innovation, connectivity, and prosperity. Their current and future transformations into new uses 
largely represent these same tenets successfully. 
The research for the comparative analysis involves exploring the history of the railroad 
industry, the history of the architectural styles utilized for the buildings, and current information 
about both case studies. Information will be gathered from primary and secondary sources such 
as articles, periodicals, books, and on-site evaluations disseminated throughout the body of the 
thesis and the analysis and conclusion sections. A comprehensive review of the information will 
allow for the evaluation of the parameters that led to the successful rehabilitation of both train 
terminals.   
By looking at these two specific case studies of historic preservation and adaptive reuse 
projects, this analysis seeks to utilize qualitative data to assess the successes and shortfalls of 
their respective rehabilitations. 
The author was only able to visit Kansas City Union Station in person. It would have 
been ideal to have had the ability to experience Washington Union Station in person as well. 
This was due to the unprecedented challenges of the recent Covid 19 pandemic of 2020 and 
5 
suggested travel limitations at the time of this writing. In the absence of a personal visit, a 




CHAPTER 2.    HISTORY OF THE RAILROAD IN THE UNITED STATES 
In order to analyze and comprehend the value that America’s great train stations have to 
offer; it would be prudent to understand the history of the development of the railroad in 
America. The history of the railroad provides the appropriate context for the time period that 
produced these great terminal buildings. This leads to a better understanding of the social, 
political, and cultural setting that influenced the overall development of America’s railroad 
industry. 
History, as it applies to the railroad, can be thought of in two general ways that lead to a 
more well-rounded perspective: the written record and the geographical realities. In many cases 
the written record supersedes that of the geographical. The placement of rail lines to the typical 
historian tends to lend itself to a haphazard placement. It can often leave out contributing factors 
such as terrain, settlement fabric, economic activity, and operating characteristics of locomotives 
and other equipment.2 For example: 
Given that grade and curvature affected the cost of operation, it seems accurate to 
argue that geography, in the sense of the terrain, became a determinant of the 
location of railways from the earliest years of their construction.3 
 
There exist two reasons why the railroad had a fast and successful start in early 
nineteenth-century America: one was that the industrialization of the country had grown to a 
point where it had essentially reached the limit of the existing forms of transportation. Much of 
the volume of distributing materials was achieved via canals and rivers. This transportation mode 
was slow and impeded in the north by ice for up to five months out of the year. The second 
 
2 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 1996), 
Pg. 4. 
3 Ibid., 5. 
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stressor was the fact that America, and its neighbor Canada, were claiming new lands without 
any sort of infrastructure, unlike that of its European counterparts.4 
The first American rail lines were short in length and constructed mostly of wood, 
including the tracks themselves. John Stevens, an early pioneer in the railroad industry, proposed 
a national system of integrated transportation to the New York Canal Commissioners in 1812.5 
However, a better-funded effort, and more attuned to modern railroads, was put forth by Gridley 
Bryant. Bryant’s solution to the temporary and problematic railroad technology to date came 
about by way of the construction of a granite obelisk to commemorate the Battle of Bunker Hill 
in 1803. Large granite stones had to be moved from quarries in the vicinity of Boston to the 
construction site in Charlestown, Massachusetts. His solution included setting wooden crossties 
on a bed of stone with wooden rails capped with a quarter-inch thick iron strap. It became known 
as the Granite Railway and is considered by some as being the first American railroad.6  
Some eastern coastal cities, such as New York, had a distinct geographical advantage 
over others, which made it relatively easy for the states to link up their Atlantic ports with the 
Great Lakes via rivers and canals for the transport of goods to port. This posed a problem for 
other Atlantic port cities with less desirable locations wishing to be competitive for the lucrative 
commerce. The known solution at the time was canal construction but this proved to be difficult, 
expensive, and geographically site-specific.  
“In 1825 the Pennsylvania Society for the Promotion of Internal Improvements sent the 
distinguished architect-engineer, William Stickland to England to investigate the relative merits 
 
4 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 1996), 
Pg. 13. 
5 Ibid., 16. 
6 Ibid., 19. 
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of canals and railroads.”7 The following year his resulting report effectively brought the railroad 
under active consideration for an alternative to canal construction.  
The first chartered American railroad, the Baltimore & Ohio (established in 1827) can be 
attributed to the findings in Strickland’s report. The Baltimore & Ohio was conceived as a viable 
alternative for canal and river transportation to connect the interior of that region to the port at 
Baltimore. Planned canal construction, mainly that of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, promoted 
by the state, was found to be inadequate by the city of Baltimore. The canal system would 
effectively divert commerce to “turnpikes that converged upon Baltimore toward the ports at 
tidewater on the Potomac—Alexandria and Georgetown.”8 This would divert potential economic 
gain for the city of Baltimore. As a result, the city merchant group successfully secured a charter 
from the state to construct the rail line.9 
“In about 1830, Peter Cooper built America’s first steam-powered locomotive, the Tom 
Thumb, for service on the newly chartered Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, which began laying track 
in 1828 westward to Wheeling West Virginia, on the Ohio River.”10 (Figure 2.1) The main 
purpose of the newly founded railroad was the transportation of agricultural and mineral 
products to the port in Baltimore for further distribution. This was a significant early example of 





7 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 1996). 
Pg. 27. 
8 Ibid., 27. 
9 Ibid., 28. 
10 Craven, Wayne. Marble Halls: Beaux-Arts Classicism and Civic Architecture in the Gilded Age. University of 
Delaware Press, 2018. Pg. 164. 
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Figure 2.1. Left: A replica of the original “Tom Thumb” locomotive located at the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 
Museum.  © Copyright 2007-2020 American-Rails.com. Right: Painting of an alleged race between Tom Thumb 
and horse. Image courtesy of Corbis-Bettmann, ® 2019 PHMC. 
 
The railroad encouraged growth in the United States along its way and was able to move 
products at a lesser cost than that of the river/canal system thereby making them less expensive. 
The benefits of the speed of railroad transportation for agricultural goods were also of great 
importance. Perishable items from the south could now be more quickly transported to the coast 
for distribution to foreign markets. The newfound importance for the railroad as a major 
economic contributor to the United States was becoming evident. 
In any notion of developing the Middle West as a granary and pasture for the 
support of the growing cities in eastern North America and western Europe, this 
trans-Appalachian artery was seen as a national essential and one, it was pointed 
out, that could operate year-round rather than seasonally, as did the Erie Canal.11 
 
Stickland’s report also contributed to the development of the United States railroad 
industry in other ways aside from it being an alternative to canal construction. His report 
highlighted the contributing factors for the success of England’s railways. By learning what 
worked in Great Britain, the United States better understood the unique obstacles it would have 
 
11 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 
1996). Pg. 29. 
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to overcome. Stickland observed that England successfully executed its system by avoiding steep 
grades and traversing on previously traveled routes of the developed properties. The reality faced 
by American engineers forging pathways through the wilderness was quite a different condition. 
Engineers and investors had to endure the difficulty and cost of traversing around steep 
mountains and across valleys without existing infrastructures all the while trying to maintain 
minimal elevation changes. Often, they were forced to construct expensive bridges, undertake 
complicated grading of sidehills, and construct culverts to cross waterways in low lying areas. 
For the railroad to succeed in America, a distinctive American solution had to be devised, 
suggesting that the British and American railroad systems developed more in parallel rather than 
one following the other.12 
At first, the American railroads were powered by steam locomotives imported from Great 
Britain. (Figures 2.2, 2.3) This continued until about 1837 when imports declined dramatically. 
The British engines were designed primarily to run on straight, flat, and more reliable tracks. 
This proved to not be a good fit for the new American railroad which realistically was in an 
experimental phase with its rapid growth and challenging geography. These conditions led to the 
development of the American locomotive which, from the onset, was more powerful than its 
British counterpart (Figure 2.2) and able to deal with the variances of the tracks, grades, and 
curves. The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is credited with some of the earliest versions of the more 
powerful locomotive.  
Initially, it was thought that locomotives should not be required to traverse a grade 
exceeding 1%. Through testing the new locomotives on an unproven track from Baltimore to 
 
12 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 
1996). Pg. 31. 
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Fredrick with inclines that ranged from 3.2% to 5%, the engine proved capable of negotiating the 
steep inclines while towing two cars with fifty passengers.  
 
Figure 2.2. “Stourbridge Lion”, Replica of an early British steam locomotive 
used in the United States on display at the 1839 New York’s World Fair. © 





Figure 2.3. “DeWitt Clinton”, Replica of an early American steam locomotive 





This was a critical experiment, ensuring that passage through the Appalachians was 
possible and that the future of the American-made, more powerful, and responsive locomotive 
was bright.13 “These Baltimore engines [...] led to the spread of B&O practices to American 
locomotive building, ranging from Lowell and Taunton in Massachusetts to Paterson (New 
Jersey), Philadelphia, Virginia, and the Carolinas.”14  
The 1840s was a decade of further growth and experimentation for the railroad, as the 
railroad companies linked much of the northeast and parts of the south. At the onset of the 
decade the United States had approximately three-thousand miles of track. By 1850 that number 
had grown to nine thousand, with lines extending westward across the Mississippi River into the 
Midwest. The 1840s saw innovations of the industry across multiple fronts which aided in 
efficiency and capacity. The invention of the “T” rail revolutionized railroad track design by 
replacing the wood-and-iron-strap design prevalent at the time. The T-rail allowed for the rail to 
be spiked to wooden ties which, because of the new rail design, replaced the stone ties that had 
proven to be unreliable and costly. Improvements were made to not only the locomotives but 
also to freight and passenger cars. Freight car design from England featured an open-sided 
design. New American freight cars developed during this time began utilizing a closed-sided car 
design to better protect the freight. Freight cars also began featuring articulating two-axle trucks 
or ‘bogies’ instead of a pair of single axles to accommodate increased tonnage.15 “What 
transpired in the 1840s led to an even greater explosion of new construction the following 
decade. Aside from the tripling of mileage, further technological improvements allowed trains to 
 
13 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 
1996), Pg. 37-39. 
14 Ibid., 39. 
15 “Railroads In The 1840s (USA): History And Photos,” accessed September 15, 2020, https://www.american-
rails.com/1840s.html. 
13 
reach the Midwest in a mere two days instead of a month at the [nineteenth] century's 
dawning.”16  
The development of America’s rail system was organic rather than planned, with an 
abundance of small enterprises loosely connecting various destinations. Toward the end of the 
nineteenth century, through mergers and acquisitions, about seven major rail lines surfaced that 
extended throughout the east coast and gradually moved westward. All would require multiple 
railroad stations, often small, but some would become the well-known large terminals. The most 
prominent rail lines that survived that period of consolidation in the late 1800s were the 
Pennsylvania Railroad, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chesapeake and Ohio, and the New York 
Central.17 
The early years of the railroad industry in the United States sprung from the developed 
eastern seaboard, starting in the northeast, and spreading from there to the west and south. The 
ports of America’s east coast were largely established early in the colonial era. Their location 
provided easy access for commerce with lands beyond via the Atlantic Ocean and access to the 
interior, as well as navigable access to rivers that reached far into the continent. Once 
independence was achieved, the states took more of a vested interest in economic possibilities 
provided by their ports. The first efforts towards expansion to the interior were the construction 
of canals which proved costly and were limited by geographical barriers, the Appalachian 
Mountain range being chief among them. States looked toward the possibilities that the new 
railroad industry could facilitate commerce between themselves and Europe by way of increasing 
the nation's capacity to transport goods to its Atlantic ports in a more efficient and expedited way 
 
16 “Railroads In The 1840s (USA): History And Photos,” accessed September 15, 2020, https://www.american-
rails.com/1840s.html. 
17 Craven, Wayne. Marble Halls: Beaux-Arts Classicism and Civic Architecture in the Gilded Age. University of 
Delaware Press, 2018. Pg. 164. 
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for shipment overseas. Over the course of seventeen years, a total of seven railroad lines had 
advanced across the Appalachians. All seven of these lines were completed by 1853, six of 
which were in the northeast region and only one in the south. At this point, most of the eastern 
seaboard had been fairly well linked together by new railroad construction. The next phase of 
development would be the expansion into the vast midwestern areas of America beyond the 
Appalachians.18                        
The Pervasiveness of the Railroad 
Like the northeast, the development of the railroad in the Midwest was somewhat 
haphazard, utilizing mostly private lines that linked one city to the next without much regard for 
the larger picture. Slowly many of these lines were bought out by east coast-based railroad 
companies which in turn would link them back up to the more established network located there. 
James Vance notes that “each served to tie a western terminus of a trans-Appalachian railroad to 
the two points of articulation that developed with respect to the Mississippi River and further 
westward advance—that is St. Louis and Chicago.”19 (Figure 2.4) 
The New York Central Railroad, The Erie Railroad, The Pennsylvania Railroad, The 
Baltimore and Ohio, and the Illinois Central all played a large role in the effort to reach further 
westward across the Appalachian Mountains and the development of the midwestern routes. 
These lines were continuously modified and extended as new opportunities and competition 
presented itself. Consolidation and purchase rights to rail lines were common, further 
complicating the history. The geography encountered by the railroad companies was daunting 
 
18 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 
1996), Pg. 103. 
19 Ibid., 127. 
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and finding an economical way through the wilderness or around it was time-consuming and 
expensive.   
 
Figure 2.4. Trans-Appalachian Routes Completed 1851-1853. The North 
American Railroad. © 1995 John Hopkins University Press. 
 
16 
It was not long before talk about a continuous connection to the west coast was beginning 
to increase both among the railroad companies and the United States’ government. The vastness 
of the Midwest and the relatively untapped natural resources it shared with the west coast were 
an attractive motivating factor. Soon there was a significant push to create the first 
transcontinental railroad. 
Several routes from the Mississippi River to the west coast were proposed, their 
motivation ranging from political to monetary. “As planned, the Pacific Railroad Survey was to 
consider four latitudinal routes: along the 47th-49th parallel, the 41st Parallel, the 35th parallel, 
and the 32nd parallel.”20 The outcome of the survey (best route) was problematic with various 
politicians vying for the route that served them and their constituents best. In that regard, it failed 
and the end result was that with all routes more or less proven to be achievable, the shortest and 
thus least expensive route following the 41st parallel was chosen.21 However, it took an act of 
Congress to solve the eastern starting point. The Pacific Railroad Act of 1862, signed into law by 
President Lincoln, allowed for a compromise. It stated a general area for the starting point in the 
Midwest territories with branch lines extending from there to connect with the established 
eastern network of railroads. More specifically it established the following guidelines: 
The Pacific Railroad Act of 1862 had other provisions that were to have great 
importance in later rail developments. It was originally proposed that separate 
lines would be built from east and west: respectively, the already organized 
Central Pacific Railroad of California, which would construct eastward from 
Sacramento, presumably to reach the westward-building railroad near California’s 
eastern boundary; and a company yet to be organized to build from the Iowa 
terminus, through a finally determined ‘initial point,’ to a junction with the 
Central Pacific.22 (Figure 2.5) 
 
 
20 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 
1996), Pg. 151. 
21 Ibid, 168. 





Figure 2.5. 1868 map showing the completed Transcontinental Railroad, which would be 
completed the following year. Image courtesy of Cornell University via ARTstore. 
 
Construction of the westward-bound railroad by the Union Pacific was comparatively 
easier than that encountered by the Central Pacific. The Union Pacific had the advantage of 
crossing the relatively flat Midwest following the Platte River basin, mostly to take advantage of 
the gentle climb in elevation approaching the Rockies. The main obstacle encountered by the 
Central Pacific was the Sierra Nevada mountain range. Starting near tidewater at Sacramento, it 
had to ascend to a mountain pass one hundred miles away at seven thousand feet. Through much 
effort, on May 10, 1869, a final connection was made at Promontory, Utah, completing the 
transcontinental railroad.23 (Figure 2.6)  
The driving force for the construction of the first transcontinental railroad was seen from 
a historic sense as largely symbolic and political rather than economically driven. Early traffic on 
 
23 James E. Vance, The North American Railroad: Its Origin, Evolution, and Geography (Baltimore: Hopkins, 
1996), Pg. 182. 
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the railroad was light and the entities that were a part of its construction were ‘railroad men’ with 
little or no experience in its operational nuances. Financially it was extremely difficult for 
companies to remain solvent with the task of repaying the government bonds and the associated 
interest. Yet three more lines were constructed after its completion, the Northern Pacific Railway 
from Duluth to Puget Sound in the north, Texas and Pacific Railroad in the south, and the 
Atchison and Topeka Railroad in the Midwest.24 
 
Figure 2.6. The ceremony for the driving of the golden spike at Promontory Summit, Utah on May 
10, 1869; completion of the First Transcontinental Railroad. At center left, Samuel S. Montague, 
Central Pacific Railroad, shakes hands with Grenville M. Dodge, Union Pacific Railroad (center 
right). Photograph by Andrew J. Russell, 1869. 
 
 
24 Railroads In The 20th Century (1900s): Facts And Photos.” Accessed September 10, 2020. https://www.american-
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The early twentieth century saw the peak of the growth of the railroad industry showing a 
significant increase in rail mileage. “By 1900, the country’s total rail mileage had increased to 
193,346, from 163,597 in 1890. It would continue to grow for another decade before reaching its 
all-time high during the World War 1 era.”25 The result was the massive accumulation of wealth 
held among a relatively few individuals and companies. These railroad companies exercised 
tremendous power over the direction of the development of the United States. The federal 
government began to take notice and began the process of regulating the industry. “That effort 
began in 1887 with the Interstate Commerce Commission’s creation, tasked with regulating the 
railroads.”26  
During the first ten years of the twentieth century several bills such as the Elkins Act of 
1903 and Hepburn Act of 1906, were passed by the federal government that was overseen at the 
time by President Theodore Roosevelt.; both brought increased regulation and significantly 
broadened the Interstate Commerce Commission's (ICC) power.27 “The former ended the use of 
rebates in an effort to protect competition and fair pricing. The latter amended its predecessor by 
providing the ICC broad powers in controlling freight rates.”28 Heavy government oversight 
through new laws such as these and others continued to weigh on the railroad industry through 
the decades. It could be argued that this and the changing forms of transportation were the two 
main reasons why the railroad industry and infrastructure faced a severe decline and bankruptcy 
in some cases. The new transportation competition came in the form of the Ford Model T. 
Introduced in 1908, it sold initially at $300 and it was the first affordable mass-produced 
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automobile. The invention of the affordable car coupled with the advent of commercial air travel, 
beginning in 1915, had a negative impact on the railroad industry’s dominance in the United 
States.29 
World War 1 (1914-1918) also had a significant effect on the railroad industry. The 
existing infrastructure was not set up to handle the resulting large increase in traffic and freight. 
Consequently, the United States nationalized the railroad industry in 1917 through the creation of 
the United States Railroad Administration. The railroads were paid a rental fee, but very little 
maintenance was done during this time, and profits were largely ignored. When the railroad 
returned to private ownership after the war, it was up to the individual companies to repair their 
lines for normalized service which caused a significant financial strain on the industry.30  
It was in the early twentieth century that the United States saw the development of its 
largest and now historic train stations. “Some of these include the Pennsylvania Station (1910); 
New York Central’s Grand Central Terminal (1913); Kansas City Union Station (1914); 
Detroit’s Michigan Central Station (1914); Washington D.C.’s Union Station (1907); Chicago 
Union Station (1925); and Denver Union Station (1914).”31   
The mid-twentieth century was a difficult time for the railroad industry. Passenger traffic 
had significantly declined mainly due to automobile and air travel. In addition to the burdensome 
government regulation the passenger transportation side of the industry never really recovered.  
As a result, in 1971, Congress created the National Railroad Passenger Corporation 
(Amtrak). Amtrak effectively took over the passenger service from the private companies, 
allowing them to exit that side of the industry.32 
 





CHAPTER 3.    THE RISE OF THE BEAUX-ARTS ARCHITECTUREAL STYLE IN 
THE UNITED STATES 
The railroad industry grew rapidly throughout the nineteenth century. The history of the 
railroad shows that its learning curve was steep for the new nation. Clearly, America was 
expanding quickly geographically, and as cities were established and grew, so did their need for 
an architectural identity that spoke of their newfound prosperity. Through most of the nineteenth 
and early twentieth century, America’s civic, federal, educational, and transportation buildings 
sought an architectural style and scale that represented their social, economic, and cultural value 
system. The historic classicism of the Beaux-Arts style achieved this for America during this 
time period. 
When taking note of America’s great train terminals of the early 20th century, one of the 
first things a visitor would notice is their similarities in architectural style. In particular, one 
cannot miss the monumental scale and Roman classicism in its features and ornamentation. The 
similarities in architectural style are no accident. Other prominent public buildings such as 
courthouses, libraries, and government buildings—including many capitals—constructed during 
that time shared a similar aesthetic. The popularity of this style was advanced by the World's 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. The Beaux-Arts style was the result of influence 
gained by soon-to-be prominent American architects that had trained at the prestigious École des 
Beaux-Arts school in France. They brought the classical training acquired while in Paris back to 
the United States where it gained acceptance on a national scale.  
The World’s Columbian Exposition’s numerous buildings became a Beaux-Arts 
showcase and the style quickly gained popularity.33 (Figure 3.1) 
 




Figure 3.1. World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago 1893. C. D. Arnold 
photographic collection. Department of Drawings & Archives, Avery 
Architectural and Fine Arts Library, Columbia University, New York, NY. 
 
 
The Gilded Age 
The majority of America’s great train stations came into existence during the Gilded Age, 
from about 1865 to 1918, the era that existed between the Civil War and WW1. This dynamic 
period in United States history occurred toward the end of the industrial revolution and was 
propelled by imperialism, capitalism, and industrialization. Imperialism was of a unique kind for 
the United States as it was a relatively new country. Capitalism created enormous wealth 
relatively quickly as a result of the nation's rapid industrialization. Together, these three factors 
created the backdrop for a new era in architectural expression.34  
As the United States grew quickly and began to develop into a global power, other 
countries took notice. Early on, dignitaries from Great Britain, Russia, Brazil, and Japan had 
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visited the United States to satisfy their country’s curiosity and to promote diplomacy and trade. 
The advent of steam-powered sailing vessels during this time made travel across the world's 
oceans much more convenient than previously with wind-driven vessels. What used to take 
months by wind-powered ships, now could be done in weeks with the new steam-powered ones. 
Increasingly America's economic and political leaders were able to spend time in European cities 
as a result. There they were exposed to the grandeur of European architecture as well as the 
cultural elite. In comparison to what they saw in Europe, it was obvious that despite America’s 
newfound prosperity, it lacked any sort of architectural identity of similar scale or dignity. 
Appropriate facilities were needed to host dignitaries for political and social efforts. Craven 
notes that “Americans began to ponder what form of architecture would be appropriately 
symbolic of their new standing among great nations.”35 
The production of steel was one of the key industries that fueled the growth of America. 
Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919) was a leader in that industry. Steel was instrumental in the 
architectural and construction industry, allowing designers to develop spans and heights not seen 
before. But perhaps one of the largest consumers of steel at that time was the railroad industry. 
By the mid-nineteenth century, there were literally thousands of miles of railroad tracks 
traversing the United States, connecting America’s manufacturing cities and small towns alike. 
In 1880 there were approximately 93,262 miles of railroad track in the United States and by 
1890, that number had grown to 190,000.36 The railroad provided a new form of transportation 
that revolutionized America in the movement of people and freight. Art historian Wayne Craven 
(1930-) had this to say regarding the influence of the railroad on America’s growth: 
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The change fostered by the railroad was remarkable: whereas before the Civil 
War, goods had to be carried to the inner parts of the continent by covered wagon 
or slow-moving canal boats over the course of weeks, they could now be whisked 
from the ports and factory towns of the east coast to places like St. Louis, Kansas 
City, or Denver in a matter of days.37 
 
As a worldwide development, the industrial revolution affected many nations as the earth 
appeared to shrink through improved communication, travel, technology, innovation, and 
manufacturing. There was a great deal of pride associated with the newfound success, and 
nations were excited to not only show the world their accomplishments but to see what other 
countries had achieved as well. The most appropriate place for this to occur is at the international 
trade fair which also was a place where architectural history was on display. The United States, 
still struggling to find an architectural identity to represent its new prominent place in the world, 
would look to the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago for a chance to display a 
unified architectural style. Daniel Burnham (1846-1912), Charles Atwood (1849-1895), 
Augustus Saint-Gaudens (1848-1907), and Francis D. Millet (1848-1912) all played significant 
roles in the architectural creation displayed in Chicago. They sought an architectural style that 
spoke of nobility, refinement, dignity, and power, all attributes that would be especially fitting 
for new civic buildings.38 
There had been a track record of such displays of architectural and civic achievement at 
previous world’s fairs in London (1851), Pennsylvania (1876), Paris (1889), and later in New 
York (1939). However, the Chicago Exposition in 1893 was a shining example of the United 
States new-found architectural expression based on the Beaux-Arts movement. It allowed the 
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United States to take a more significant position amongst the world’s traditionally powerful 
countries. Wayne Craven writes:  
Four years later, the classical beauty of the architecture at the Chicago Exposition 
and the dynamism of its myriad displays announce both the arrival of the United 
States at the forefront of international commerce and industry and its bright and 
shining future. The Exposition signaled the beginning of organized planning to 
cope with the blight and sprawl of many American cities as rampant growth made 
them seem unfit for human habitation, for The City Beautiful Movement was 
launched there on the shores of Lake Michigan. It also influenced the appearance 
of the American urbanscape by establishing Roman Classicism as the appropriate 
style for the nation’s civic buildings such as statehouses and courthouses, and 
libraries, art museums, train stations, and many more types of edifices.39 
 
The success of the Columbian Exposition in Chicago was a combination of timing, 
influence, and wealth on the part of the nation as a whole, but another contributing factor was the 
influence of the American architects that had studied in Paris at the École des Beaux-Arts. “The 
first American to study there was Richard Morris Hunt in the mid-19th century. He was followed 
by H. H. Richardson and Charles McKim.”40 The École des Beaux-Arts is a school of fine arts 
founded (as the Académie Royale d’Architecture) in Paris in 1671 by Jean-Baptiste Colbert, 
minister of Louis XIV; it merged with the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture 
(founded in 1648) in 1793. In 1816 the Académie Royale school moved to a separate building 
and in 1863 was renamed the École des Beaux-Arts.41 The school offered instruction in drawing, 
painting, sculpture, architecture, and engraving to students selected by competitive 
examination.42 Architects who trained at the École des Beaux-Arts were trained in and able to 
execute the numerous architectural styles popular at the time but are perhaps best known for their 
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emphasis on classical Greco-Roman and Renaissance-Baroque architectural styles. The exposure 
and training offered abroad to these young American students played an important role 
domestically in the development of civic architecture for the Columbian Exposition and after 
that, throughout the United States. Upon completion of their education in France, they returned 
to the United States where they established several well-known practices and ushered in the 
Beaux-Arts style to the United States where it thrived in the realm of civic architecture.43   
The design and execution of the Columbian Exposition were led by an exceptionally 
talented group of architects, artists, and administrators. Daniel Burnham, a prominent architect, 
and urban planner from Chicago, was named the Chief of Construction. He was aided by John 
Wellborn Root (architect, 1850-1891), Frederick Law Olmstead (landscape architect, 1822-
1903), Charles B. Atwood (architect), Augustus Saint-Gaudens (sculptor), and Frank D. Millet 
(painter). This group of individuals led the charge of ushering in Chicago’s Columbian 
Exposition which had a profound effect on the path the United States would take in the realm of 
civic architecture through its commitment to Beaux-Arts Classicism.44 (Figure 3.2) 
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Figure 3.2. World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago 1893. Image courtesy of 
Chicago Architecture Center. © Copyright 2020.  
 
The Beaux-Arts style of architecture, after seeing its public debut at the Columbian 
Exposition, lasted in the United States until the Great Depression. Most of the prime examples of 
this style could be found in major urban centers where large public buildings are normally found. 
The style is noted for its use of classical Greek and Roman architectural forms that are 
reinterpreted for the contemporary time period. The style is formal and monumental while 
utilizing ornamentation inside and out that references a human dimension. Beaux-Arts style 
buildings are known for their monumental scale, symmetrical layout and use of architectural 
elements such as classical columns, pediments, and balustrades that help to represent a dignified 
sense of importance. Additionally, the style utilizes quoins, balconies, terraces, porches, and 
porticoes. Other identifiable features include flat or low-pitched roofs; decorative festoons and 
other floral decoration; a usually rusticated exterior stone base; pedimented or arched windows; 
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frequent use of columns and colonnades; arched openings marking entrances.45 Interior 
treatments were equally as grand as the exterior, marked by soaring vaulted spaces flanked with 
classical columns and ornamentation throughout. Sculptures on both the interior and exterior, 
coupled with large-scale murals on the inside, were typical of the style as well.46 (Figure 3.3) 
                                 
Figure 3.3.  Left: Ceiling chandelier and ceiling detail at Kansas City Union Station. 
Photo by Michael Carson, 2020. Right: Ceiling arch stone detail at Kansas City 
Union Station. Photo by Michael Carson, 2020. 
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Related to the Beaux-Arts movement and the notion of establishing a dignified, noble, 
and appropriate architecture for the United States, The City Beautiful Movement was conceived 
during the late nineteenth century. Observations of the chaotic and disappointing growth of 
American cities, combined with the vision and success of the Columbian Exposition, led the 
design leaders of the Columbian Exposition, Burnham, McKim, and others, to think that better 
organization through classicism and beautiful surroundings such as buildings, parks, grand 
boulevards, and sculptures could bring about a rehumanization of the urban landscape.47  
The city plan for Washington, D.C. was an excellent example of the City Beautiful 
movement. Originally laid out by Frenchman Pierre Charles L’Enfant (1754-1825), it was a 
design that utilized the regimented grid system, but the grid had been intersected by diagonal 
boulevards that traversed the landscape, based on the original designs for the gardens at 
Versailles. This created at their intersections natural focused points of emphasis, often decorated 
with monuments, which identified potentials for grand vistas. (Figure 3.4) However, L’Enfant’s 
plan was only partially implemented, and urban sprawl soon had begun to set in, disrupting the 
essence of his original design.48  
In 1898, efforts were made to reinvigorate the urban design for Washington, D.C. with a 
plan to implement a comprehensive park system for the city which would include the open space 
referred to as the Mall. In 1900 a committee was formed, led by Senator James McMillan of 
Michigan, to explore the implementation of the park system and monuments that would be 
erected in celebration of the centennial of the capital. It was at this time that the American 
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Institute of Architects (AIA), under the leadership of architect Daniel Burnham, joined the effort 
as he and his team saw the reinvigoration of the nation’s capital as the appropriate place for the 
expression of the ideals of the City Beautiful Movement that had recently gained much attention 
at the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago under Burnham’s direction.49 
 
Figure 3.4. Pierre L’Enfant’s plan for Washington D.C. ca. 1792. Courtesy of 
Library of Congress website. 
 
The committee met in 1901 to discuss further the implementation of Pierre L’Enfant’s 
plan. One of the main complaints of the layout of the city was that the Mall had grown to be 
fragmented by rail lines and the Pennsylvania Railroad station. One of the resulting main 
concerns of the committee was to restore the Mall to its original intent of being a formal, green, 
open space, with ceremonial connection to the city’s important buildings and monuments.50 The 
committee, known as the McMillan Commission, called for: 
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Re-landscaping the ceremonial core, consisting of the Capitol Grounds and Mall, 
including new extensions west and south of the Washington Monument; 
consolidating city railways and alleviating at-grade crossings; clearing slums; 
designing a coordinated municipal office complex in the triangle formed by 
Pennsylvania Avenue, 15th Street, and the Mall, and establishing a 
comprehensive recreation and park system that would preserve the ring of Civil 
War fortifications around the city.51 
 
The removal of the railroad tracks and Pennsylvania Railroad Station proved to be 
lucrative for Burnham as he was able to negotiate the commission for his firm to design its 
replacement, the new Washington Union Station, not long after these affairs.  
As the population of the United States moved westward, government representatives 
utilized primarily temporary, wooden structures as civic administrative centers. As territories 
morphed into states, civic pride became a factor. Governors and legislators wanted to invest in an 
architectural aesthetic that better represented their status and authority. They felt as if their local 
governmental facilities needed to emulate that of Washington D.C., thereby acknowledging their 
authority and alignment with the central government. The established choice of an architectural 
aesthetic for federal government buildings was the Beaux-Arts classicism and this aesthetic soon 
manifested itself in state capitols. County courthouses and city halls soon followed.52 The State 
Capitol of Minnesota, designed by Cass Gilbert, served as an excellent example of a Beaux-Arts 
style classicism. Sources of inspiration likely were the U.S. Capitol building as it was the 
prototype for many state capitals. The Columbian Exposition likely was a source of inspiration 
as well, despite its flamboyant and temporary nature. Other sources include the Rhode Island 
state capitol and the Library of Congress.53  
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Architects of the gilded age were successful, through the development of state capitols 
such as The Minnesota State Capitol as well as other government buildings, by combining 
Beaux-Arts classicism with a specific building type.  
Occurring almost simultaneously with the creation of classically designed governmental 
buildings were the Beaux-Arts style of the great American train terminals. America saw the 
value that the City Beautiful Movement had in city planning. Train terminals had the potential to 
play a larger role in how a city’s infrastructure and circulation functioned. As a result, the 
supporters of the City Beautiful Movement would suggest prominent locations for them. Train 
terminals became a celebrated piece of urban development through both the City Beautiful 
Movement and the dignified nature of the Beaux-Arts aesthetic. Prior to the emergence of the 
train, the movement of people and goods relied on the speed of wagon or barge transportation. 
As the United States grew in size and prosperity, a faster, more efficient, and reliable source of 
transportation needed to be found. The advent of steam-powered locomotion was the obvious 
choice at the time. 
As the railroad industry continued to develop and show promise, the federal government 
began to contemplate the potential that it had for the nation as a whole. The railroad was 
envisioned to have the capability for military distribution, passenger travel, and general 
commerce. Seeing the great potential, the federal government made it easy to obtain rights to 
public lands for the construction of new rail lines. The railroad system of tracks generally 
expanded south and westward following the general progression of the pioneers that settled the 
new territories and states. The establishment of new towns and cities sprang up along the way in 
geographically key areas of the country. These towns and cities needed a facility to 
accommodate the transfer of people, goods, and services that the railroad provided. Train stations 
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began to become synonymous with towns and cities as a result. The first train stations were small 
in scale, not necessarily meant for celebration but rather a form of convenience. That soon began 
to change as it developed into its own architectural type and took on the significance of being a 
symbol, and the first impression of the cities that they served. 
During the Gilded Age of the railroad, it is estimated that there were as many as 80,000 
train stations or terminals spread throughout the United States. Many of these served either 
passengers or freight, or sometimes both. Today passenger service and freight are separated. 
Today, Amtrak now operates the passenger side of the railroad with more than thirty different 
train routes and an associated five-hundred destinations.54  
It is important to explain here the difference in terminology between train stations and 
train terminals. A train terminal is often used to describe a train station where the railway line 
ends and thus terminates. A train depot is a term that is typically reserved for a small train 
station.55 Depending on the train station configuration, some trains continue on but in reverse 
with their passengers or freight. Additionally, a train station may still be called a terminal station 
and still have some of the rail lines continue onward. An example of this would be where 
passenger trains stop to unload passengers and freight trains may offload cargo, reload, and carry 
on. Passengers at this point are simply at their destination or are required to catch a separate train 
to continue their journey. Additionally, the term ‘train terminal’ can be thought of as an 
architectural typology, usually meant for the more massive turn-of-the-century train stations 
discussed in this thesis. These train stations or terminals were collection and distribution nodes 
for the railroad industry and thus had tremendous amounts of activity at the height of the railroad 
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era. For the purposes of this thesis, both terms are used in that the common name for some of the 
facilities discussed uses the word ‘station’ in their common name. Such is the case with 
Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station. Washington Union Station is, 
however, more of a train ‘terminal’ station in that most lines stopped there, and travelers had to 
reverse out of the station to continue their journey. 
The Columbian Exposition, and the monumental Beaux-Arts style architecture on display 
there, played an influential role in establishing the eventual style that the larger train stations in 
the United States would follow. At the Columbian Exposition, the architects erected the fair’s 
terminal in the Beaux-Arts style, and it was an impressive gateway to not only the fair and the 
city of Chicago. It helped to establish an expression that promoted commerce, culture, and 
growth, all of which paired perfectly with the ever-growing railroad network, their terminals, and 
the communities that it linked. 
The Terminal Station at the Exposition was designed by Charles B. Atwood (1849-1895). 
Atwood, who received his education at the Lawrence Scientific School at Harvard University, 
had a varied career and was eventually hired by Daniel H. Burnham. 
                           
Figure 3.5. Exterior and Interior image of the train terminal station at Chicago’s 
Columbian Exposition. Chicagology.com, Copyright © 2020. 
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Burnham had made him designer-in-chief of the fair. (Figure 3.5) He designed over sixty 
structures for the fair. The exposure and positive reception that the fair had achieved and in 
particular, that of the train station, was the driving force that led to the Beaux-Arts style to be 
established for America’s great train stations.56 
There are several prominent Beaux-Arts style train stations in the United States. While 
this thesis focuses on the comparison between Kansas City’s Union Station and Washington, 
D.C.’s Union Station, there exist two other well-known train stations that are worthy of 
highlighting because they exemplify the Beaux-Arts classical form. They are the Pennsylvania 
Station and Grand Central Terminal, both located in New York, and Michigan Central Station. 
All three were built in the first decade of the twentieth century, during the same time as the two 
terminals under review in this thesis. 
Pennsylvania Station, New York City, 1910. 
Pennsylvania Station was massive by many accounts, encompassing two city blocks. In 
total, over 500 buildings were demolished to make way for its construction. Construction was 
completed in 1910, taking approximately four years to build. The grandeur of the building was 
impressive. Designed by Charles McKim of McKim Mead & White, the terminal was a Beaux-
Arts style masterpiece. It utilized eighty-four Doric columns, an ornate exterior with classically 
designed Roman-influenced elements, an arcade, carriageways, waiting room, and concourse.57 
Its main concourse was an impressive expression of the combination of steel construction and 
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classically referenced groin vaulted ceilings containing large amounts of natural light.       
(Figure 3.8) 
 
Figure 3.8. Interior image of Pennsylvania Station, ca. 1910. © 2020 The New 
York Times Company. 
 
Pennsylvania Station was truly a monumental gateway to New York City. Its architecture 
was symbolic and meant to impress upon its visitors a sense of arrival to something special. It 




                     
Figure 3.9. Exterior and Interior image of Pennsylvania Station, New York City. 




Figure 3.10. Interior image of Pennsylvania Station ca.1910, New York City. 
Courtesy of Library of Congress. 
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After the terminal's height in use, around the mid-twentieth century, it unfortunately fell 
into a period of decline. The decline was not only associated with Pennsylvania Station and the 
Pennsylvania Railroad, but it was also nationwide. Following World War II began a steady 
decline in the number of passengers and the Pennsylvania Railroad suffered financially. 
Teetering on the edge of collapse, drastic measures were needed to avoid filing for bankruptcy. 
In an effort to avoid the financial disaster, Pennsylvania Railroad began to engage with long-time 
rival, New York Central, regarding a possible merger that never came to fruition at that time.58 
To make matters worse, there was also a decline in freight traffic after a downturn in heavy 
industry in the post-war era. Regretfully by the mid-1950s the railroad was operating at a $1.5 
million annual loss, and the executives made the fateful decision to sell its air rights to the 
Madison Square Garden Corporation in 1962.59 The transaction was for $50 million which in 
today's dollars would equate to nearly ten times that much.60  
The sale of the air rights would effectively force Pennsylvania Station to reduce its 
existence to an entirely underground operation where its tracks and platforms had been carefully 
hidden. This transaction would ultimately pave the way for the demolition of what some believe 
to be one of the greatest train stations in the world.  
Opposition to the demolition of Pennsylvania Station existed but was not enough to 
change the minds of the railroad executives and the developers of the future Madison Square 
Gardens. Notable architects Philip Johnson and Robert Venturi signed petitions against its 
destruction and cited it as a Beaux-Arts landmark.61 On-site protests were organized but were 
 
58 “Pennsylvania Station,” American, accessed September 29, 2020, https://www.american-rails.com/pnstn.html. 
59 Rennie Jones, “AD Classics: Pennsylvania Station / McKim, Mead & White,” October 5, 2018, 
https://www.archdaily.com/475072/ad-classics-pennsylvania-station-mckim-mead-and-white. 
60 Michael Kimmelman, “When the Old Penn Station Was Demolished, New York Lost Its Faith,” April 24, 2019, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/24/nyregion/old-penn-station-pictures-new-york.html. 
61 Penn Station: A Place That Once Made Travelers Feel Important,” The New York Times, December 21, 2017. 
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attended by less than two-hundred people.62 Despite the opposition, the Pennsylvania Railroad 
was forced to review its assets in an effort to survive, and the train station was its largest holding 
and located on prime real estate. Ultimately, with no legal authority to stop it, the board of 
directors voted to tear down the station after only fifty-three years of service. The Demolition 
began in 1963 and took three years to complete.63 (Figure 3.11) 
 
Figure 3.11. Demolition Takes place at Pennsylvania Station, June 22, 1964. 
Eddie Hausner/New York Times. 
 
The demolition of Pennsylvania Station did however result in positive change. The 
station’s demise did further galvanize preservation efforts within New York City which 
eventually led to the establishment of the Landmarks Preservation Commission in 1965. The law 
gave the commission the power to designate buildings as landmarks and thus save them from 
 
62 Penn Station: A Place That Once Made Travelers Feel Important,” The New York Times, December 21, 2017. 
63 “Pennsylvania Station,” American, accessed September 29, 2020, https://www.american-rails.com/pnstn.html. 
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demolition.64 On a national level, it also played an influential role in the passing of the National 
Historic Preservation Act in 1966. (Figure 3.12) 
In the early 1900s the City Beautiful movement, as a means of rethinking America’s 
cities, their current state, and how they should grow, had gained widespread acceptance among 
America’s great cities. At about the same time as cities began to implement master plans for their 
future development through the City Beautiful movement, train stations had become an 
opportunity as well as a necessity worthy of serious consideration as to where they belonged in 
city planning. It was at this time that America’s great train terminals came into being. Terminals 
such as Grand Central Terminal and Pennsylvania Station in New York, Kansas City Union 
Station, and Washington Union Station all were developed in this relatively short time frame, 
following the City Beautiful movement, and displaying the noble monumental grandeur of the 
Beaux-Arts style of classical architecture. 
The New Grand Central Terminal, New York City, 1913    
The architectural design for New York’s Grand Central Terminal was chosen by way of 
competition. The design was awarded to Reed & Stem of St. Paul, Minnesota. At a later date, the 
firm of Warren & Whitmore was hired to team up with Reed & Stem. 
 




Figure 3.12. Interior image of Pennsylvania Station ca. 1962 just prior to 
demolition, New York City. Photograph courtesy of Cevin Robinson. 
 
 
The building was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1976. A partial description 
of the building according to the submission to the National Park Service is as follows: 
 The Grand Central Terminal is treated as one low monumental unit, 
although its height would equal that of a conventional seven-story structure. 
Above ground, the building itself occupies three city blocks. The station is of steel 
frame construction. The base and lower portion of the exterior walls of the station 
are of Stony Creek Granite, with Bedford limestone used above. 
 The south (main) facade features three monumental arched bays, set 
between giant paired Doric columns which support a full entablature. (Bays of 
these proportions are often found in American buildings of this period.) A great 
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parapet crowns the composition and has Jules-Felix Coutan’s sculptural group of 
Mercury flanked by Minerva and Hercules as its central feature. The tall base of 
the building contains shops at street level….A system of interior ramps makes the 
transition from the street level to the main concourse. 
 The Grand Concourse within the station is one of the most justifiably 
famous interiors in the United States. It is a room of vast size, with its upper walls 
pierced by clerestory windows which at certain times of day, admit great beams of 
sunlight. The great arched ceiling, painted by the French artist Paul Hilleu, 
represents a dark blue sky containing the constellations of the firmament. 
 Beneath the station, the layout of the tracks represented the brilliant 
engineering solution devised by the railroads Chief Engineer, William J. Wilgus, 
and the architectural firm of Reed & Stem, who won the initial competition for 
the building. 
 One of the most interesting features of the building is the visual separation 
of the Grand Concourse from the track system. American commuters and foreign 
travelers alike have commented admiringly on the great interior, from which 
departing trains are easily and quickly reached, but into which no sign of them 
intrudes. 
 
Grand Central Terminal is a great example of a terminal designed in the Beaux-Arts 
style. (Figures 3.6, 3.7) Its massive scale and grand open spaces, attention to artistic details, the 
use of beautiful materials, its cultural significance, and the rich history of the railroad in New 
York all combine to make this landmark exceptional. In addition to a beautiful appearance, its 
designers used innovative ideas that solved the problems of a large train terminal handling large 
volumes of passengers in a congested and growing city. “Looping tracks let arriving trains drop 
off passengers, continue ahead to pick up new passengers, and depart without having to turn 
around. Layered levels of train and subway lines pack enormous capacity into a relatively small 
footprint.”65 For a more detailed description of Grand Central Terminal, refer to Appendix A. 
 
65 “Grand by Design,” Grand by Design, accessed November 7, 2020, https://www.gcthistory.com/. 
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Figure 3.6. Exterior of Grand Central Terminal, ca. 1919 and 1913, New York 
City. Rare Historical Photos © 2020. 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Interior image of Grand Central Terminal, ca. 1919 and 1913, New York City. 
Rare Historical Photos © 2020. 
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Michigan Central Station, Detroit Michigan, 1913 
Michigan Central Station opened in 1913, featuring five-hundred thousand square feet 
and an eighteen-story office tower component. It was designed by the same combination of 
architectural firms that produced New York’s Grand Central Terminal, Reed & Stem and Warren 
and Wetmore. Like the other major terminals that are covered here, Michigan Central was 
designed in the Beaux-Arts style. Its design, like the others, was meant to convey a sense of 
grandeur, nobility, achievement, and to function as a gateway to the city. True to a symmetrical 
design, the main waiting room was central in its design and featured fifty-four-foot ceilings with 
ornate plaster moldings, Corinthian columns, marble floors, and huge windows letting in natural 
light. It was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1975. (Figure 6.1) For more 
information and physical descriptions, see appendix E. 
 
Figure 6.1. Postcard of Michigan Central Station. Postcard: Curt Teich & Co. 
Chicago, 1913-1915, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=30864671. 
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Michigan Central Station began service just as Ford Motor Company began producing 
cars. Detroit had the unique opportunity of seeing the railroad industry and the automobile 
industry grow rapidly at the same time in the same city. The boom time for the automobile 
industry triggered rapid growth for Detroit. When the station opened, Detroit’s population was 
five-hundred thousand. By 1950 the population had swelled to 1.8 million.66 With a high median 
income created by the automobile industry, the population began to move out of the city to the 
suburbs which created a tax problem for Detroit. Suburban flight combined with significant civil 
unrest in the 1960s both were large contributing factors in the decline of Detroit. The railroad 
industry and thus Michigan Central Station declined along with the city simultaneously. Train 
traffic through the terminal continued to dwindle until the station was forced to close in 1988. 
Unfortunately, Detroit continued its downward spiral and the city eventually ended up filing for 
bankruptcy in 2013, shouldering an estimated debt of $18-20 billion.67 The train terminal fell 
into a state of disrepair with only minimal attempts at stabilization and it remained shuttered for 
thirty years. A once proud symbol of prosperity for Detroit now stood as a very present and 
visible reminder of the troubles Detroit had to face. (Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4) 
 
 
66  “This Train Station Is Poised to Help Detroit Get Back on Track,” accessed October 29, 2020, 
https://www.history.com/.amp/news/detroit-comeback-ford-central-station. 




Figure 6.2. Aerial view of Michigan Central Station. Photography by Fabrizio Costantini for The 
Verge, 2018.  
 
 
Figure 6.3. Michigan Central Station showing neglect and abuse. Photography by Fabrizio 




Figure 6.4. Exterior image of Michigan Central Station. Photography by Fabrizio Costantini for 
The Verge, 2018.  
 
 Michigan Central Station is currently undergoing a major restoration and 
rehabilitation at the time of this writing. The project is large, extending well beyond the 
train terminal itself, extending outwards to the surrounding community, “Corktown”, and 
beyond. This is an exciting development for Michigan Central Station, the city of Detroit, 
and for historic preservation as a whole. More information can be found on the future of 
Michigan Central Station in the Future Work section of Chapter 5. Additionally, more 




CHAPTER 4.    CASE STUDIES OF RAILROAD TERMINALS 
History shows us that in most cases, there are three phases in the life of these large 
railroad terminals. The first is their heyday, taking place shortly after they opened up early in the 
twentieth century. The second is their slow decline with the rise of the automobile and air travel, 
and the third phase is their reemergence as a hybrid public entity for travel and commercial use. 
In an effort to better understand the life cycle of the train terminals and the factors that 
influence its stages, it is helpful to focus on case studies. This allows for a more detailed 
understanding of the forces at work such as local history and culture, railroad growth, and 
current trends at the time that contributed to their creation and life cycle. This level of detail aims 
to add to the richness of the larger historical whole. The two case studies that are the focus of this 
thesis are Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station. Both terminals have a rich 
history and played significant roles in the overall history of the American railroad.  
Despite their prominent position in the history of the railroad in America, both 
Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station suffered a period of decline, as did 
many other terminals. When the railroad industry lost passengers after World War II, train 
terminals suffered right along with them. When the money dried up, so did their financial 
operations. Facing large fiduciary losses, the railroad industry looked to streamline its 
investments and the largely unused massive terminals were seen as expensive and thus 
expendable assets. Such was the case of Pennsylvania Station in New York which was razed in 
1963. Those that remained fell by the wayside either operating at a severely truncated capacity or 
just largely abandoned. This points to a shift in the value system of the public and ownership of 
the terminals. Clearly, they were valued when conceived and during the height of their use, 
however, when the industry experienced a shift, the terminals were suddenly undervalued or 
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considered a burden. Showing resilience, however, recently they have begun to find new life 
with restoration and adaptive reuse, demonstrating yet another change in the terminals’ value. 
The point being is that due to the prevailing environment, the perceived value of the terminal’s 
changes. It is beyond the reach of this thesis to evaluate in-depth the reasons leading to changes 
in value systems, but there is analysis to be weighed as to what led to their successful resurgence. 
The keys to their sustained viability and thus value is multifaceted including, but not limited to, 
flexibility in new uses, financial self-sufficiency, and creating a sense of ownership by the 
community in which they reside. In the case of the latter, creating a venue that celebrates the 
community’s historical and cultural heritage goes a long way in creating a positive sense of 
ownership that the community will support long term. Herein, the author believes, is where 
historic preservation and adaptive reuse are most effective. 
History of Kansas City Union Station 
The history of railroading in Kansas City and its subsequent train stations began in 
earnest in 1869 with the completion of the Hannibal Bridge, the first to span the Missouri River. 
The opening of the bridge effectively brought eight railroad lines into Kansas City which, in 
turn, linked Kansas City to other major points of articulation in the east such as St. Louis, 
Chicago, and New York.68 It was the connection to the larger railroad network that elevated 
Kansas City’s importance with regard to the future growth of the railroad and America, leading it 
to be referred to as one of the “gateways to the west.”69 
 
68  Jason Roe is a digital history specialist at the Kansas City Public Library, “Bottoms Up,” accessed October 15, 
2020, https://kchistory.org/week-kansas-city-history/bottoms. 
69  Rob Kasper, “New Role, Old Beauty for Station; Restoration: Kansas City's Union Station Is Being Returned to 
Its Original Grace While Being Transformed into an Urban Entertainment Center and Science Museum.,” President 




In 1863, as part of the federally funded Transcontinental Railroad, the Leavenworth 
Pawnee & Western (which eventually became the Kansas Pacific Railway) began construction 
extending west to Denver. By 1869, the first railroad, the Hannibal & St. Joseph, reached Kansas 
City from the east. In the coming years, eight railroads had reached Kansas City. It had become a 
regional hub and it was decided by the city and railroad executives that a terminal was needed. 
The Union Depot was opened in 1878 and was designed by architect Asa Beebe Cross (1826-
1894) in the Gothic Revival Style. (Figure 4.1) The original location chosen for the depot was in 
Kansas City’s West Bottoms. This location was ideal for commercial freight as it placed the 
depot near the stockyards and meatpacking plants but was not convenient for passengers. The 
area was not in an ideal part of the city and passengers had to traverse other tracks by foot to get 
to other forms of transportation into the city. Additionally, the depot was surrounded by saloons, 
brothels, and gambling establishments.70  
 
Figure 4.1. Union Depot in Kansas City ca. 1880. Robert Dennis 
Collection of Stereoscopic Views. 
 
70  Jason Roe is a digital history specialist at the Kansas City Public Library, “Bottoms Up,” accessed October 15, 
2020, https://kchistory.org/week-kansas-city-history/bottoms. 
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   Due to the rapid growth of the railroad industry in its expanse, style, and necessity, the 
Union Depot in Kansas City was quickly outgrown. Also, the train station’s proximity to the 
Missouri River made the location susceptible to flooding, and in 1903 a second great flood 
consumed Kansas City’s West Bottoms district. As a result, executives at that time began the 
process of proposing a new train station that would be more centrally located, larger to handle 
increased traffic, and on higher ground.71 (Figure 4.2) The Kansas City Terminal Railway 
(KCTR) was formed to operate the new facility. The KCTR was composed of the St. Louis-San 
Francisco Railway (Frisco); Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (Santa Fe); the Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy (Burlington Route);  Milwaukee Road; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (Rock Island); 
Union Pacific; Chicago Great Western; Alton Railroad (later owned by the Baltimore & Ohio 
and then sold to Gulf, Mobile & Ohio); 
 
Figure 4.2. Map showing Kansas City Union Station location. Map data © 
Google 2020. 
 
71  “Timeline,” accessed September 21, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/timeline. 
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Kansas City Southern; Missouri Pacific; Missouri-Kansas-Texas (Katy); and the Wabash.72 The 
group hired notable Chicago architect Jarvis Hunt (1863-1941) to design the new structure. 
(Figure 4.3) 
 
Figure 4.3. Kansas City Union Station under construction. © 2014-2020 Union Station Kansas 
City / All Rights Reserved. 
 
Jarvis Hunt was well known at the time for his work utilizing the desirable Beaux-Arts 
style for the design of train terminals, including that of 16th-Street Station in Oakland and Joliet 
Union Station in Illinois. Construction of the new train terminal took eight years to complete and 
it opened in 1914.73 
The building is ‘T’-shaped in plan and sits on 5.57 acres with ample open space 
surrounding it. (Figure 4.4) Similar to Washington, D.C.’s Union Station, the central massing of 
the building is larger than the flanking wings and waiting room to the rear. The central portion of 
the building contains the Grand Hall and is one hundred-twenty feet tall. It features three large 
 
72 “Kansas City Union Station,” accessed September 21, 2020, https://www.american-rails.com/kcus.html. 
73  “Kansas City Union Station,” accessed September 21, 2020, https://www.american-rails.com/kcus.html. 
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arches nearly ninety feet in height flanked by columns on each side. The arches resemble the 
Roman triumphal arches which symbolize important events and were often used as urban 
gateways. For a more detailed physical description of the exterior and interior, see Appendix B. 
 
Figure 4.4. Kansas City Union Station floor plan. Courtesy of “Passenger 
Terminals and Trains”, McGraw-Hill, 1916. 
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Decline 
The train station saw increasing traffic through its early years, arriving at a peak in 1945 
when approximately 680,000 passengers passed through the terminal. This was typical of train 
stations across the United States at the height of World War II. Following the war years, Kansas 
City Union Station saw its numbers decline as did other train stations across the country due to 
advances in both automobile and air travel. By the early 1970s, only a mere 30,000 passengers 
were passing through the terminal annually. Because of this reduction in the number of 
passengers, finances had become a major issue, leading to maintenance and upkeep issues, and 
the building subsequently began to deteriorate. (Figures 4.5, 4.6) The situation became so dire 
that even Amtrak, which had taken over rail operations there, decided to move their offices out 
of the train terminal and into the powerhouse next door.74  
Despite its deteriorating condition, the building’s historical credibility was enough for it 
to earn a listing on the National Register of Historic places in 1972.75  
Renaissance 
It was apparent that a restoration was badly needed and to that end, in 1974, Trizec, a 
redevelopment company from Canada was hired by KCTR to redevelop the property and restore 
the train station. However, Trizec failed to fulfill their contractual agreement to complete the 
development, which included the restoration, and a lawsuit ensued. 
 
74 “Kansas City Union Station,” accessed September 21, 2020, https://www.american-rails.com/kcus.html. 




Figure 4.5. Kansas City Union Station showing the level of deterioration prior to the restoration. © 
2014-2020 Union Station Kansas City / All Rights Reserved. 
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Figure 4.6. Kansas City Union Station’s Great Hall showing the level of deterioration 
prior to restoration. Courtesy of UMKC History Makers, Mathew Reeves, 2014. 
.  
As a result of that lawsuit Trizec was terminated and the Union Station Assistance Corporation 
was formed, tasked with planning the restoration and rehabilitation. It was not readily apparent 
whether or not Trizec had attempted to align itself with local contractors or development 
companies. If they had not, it could have been considered a mistake. It is common and a good 
idea for larger, more nationally focused companies to align themselves with local companies 
when doing high profile public projects. The benefits are numerous: alignment with local 
companies means more of the dollars spent stays in the community; It adds a personal touch to 
the project which facilitates community acceptance; it brings a level of accountability; and local 
companies will be more knowledgeable with local codes, history, and will likely be well 
connected. A 1/8 cent sales tax for the restoration and rehabilitation was approved in 1996 by 
both Kansas and Missouri citizens, providing about half of the $250 million needed for the 
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restoration. In today’s dollars that would be equal to $415 million. The balance of the funds was 
generated from private entities and government grants.76   
As with any restoration project, Kansas City Union Station had many issues that needed 
to be addressed. At eight hundred fifty thousand square feet, the complex would be a difficult 
challenge. The key to its success would be to respect the historical character and restore the 
station to its original glory, down to the smallest of details, and keep the project within the 
budget. The architects selected to lead this endeavor was a joint venture effort between 
architecture firms Ehrenkrantz Eckstut & Kuhn of New York and SmithGroup of Washington, 
D.C.77 
Due to the deterioration of the roof, water infiltration had taken its toll on the building 
and much of the ornate plasterwork on the ceilings had to be restored or replaced entirely. The 
water damage was significant and an estimated ten million pounds of debris was removed from 
the building before restoration work could begin. Visually, the plasterwork work would have a 
significant impact on the success of the restoration due to its large-scale use throughout the 
building. Over half of the original plaster had to be removed, replicated, and replaced. Hayles & 
Howe was the company employed to restore the plasterwork.78 They had an impressive resume 
including work done in New York’s Grand Central Terminal and England’s Windsor Castle. 
Kansas City Union Station’s website had this to say about the work on the station’s ornamental 
plaster:  
Employing 22 craftsmen, more than half the original ceiling had to be removed 
because of massive amounts of water damage. Then, focusing on every detail, 
 
76  “Kansas City, MO – Union Station (KCY),” Great American Stations, accessed September 22, 2020, 
https://www.greatamericanstations.com/stations/kansas-city-mo-kcy/. 
77  Ibid. 
78  “Renovations,” accessed November 8, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/renovations. 
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crews reconstructed the damaged areas and recreated those priceless moments of 
wonder when guests first looked up in awe at our masterpiece overhead.79 
 
The plaster restoration included the recreation of ornate medallions, decorative cornices, 
and beams that created the coffered ceiling.80 Detailed work on Kansas City’s Union Station also 
included determining the original paint colors used back in 1914. To do so, experts examined 
nearly all of the exposed surfaces, scraping away layers of old paint and grime to discover the 
original colors used as a basis for a match. Other restoration highlights include restoring the 
original 3000 lb. chandeliers and the original large clock in the Grand Hall nicknamed “Big Ben 
of the Plains.''81 82 (Figure 4.7) 
The restoration of Kansas City’s Union Station was not only about returning the historic 
landmark to its original state, but it also included the interface of new uses. These uses would in 
part allow for the massive building to be reused again, allowing visitors a chance to experience 
the historic landmark in a new way while admiring its original beauty. The uses were planned to 
highlight and be compatible with the facility, bring in visitors, and to generate income. Today the 
station is largely self-supporting due to these modern attractions and partnerships. 
 
79  “Renovations,” accessed November 8, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/renovations. 
80  Rob Kasper, “New Role, Old Beauty for Station; Restoration: Kansas City's Union Station Is Being Returned to 
Its Original Grace While Being Transformed into an Urban Entertainment Center and Science Museum.,” 
baltimoresun.com, October 12, 2018, https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-1999-11-10-9911100108-
story.html. 
81 Ibid. 
82  Renovations,” accessed October 1, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/renovations. 
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Figure 4.7. Kansas City Union Station’s ceiling clock is brought down for restoration. Courtesy of 
clockshopusa.com, 2020. 
 
The terminal now features an interactive science museum, “Science City” (Figure 4.8), traveling 
exhibits, restaurants and shops, event spaces, a five-story Regnier Extreme Screen Theater, 
Gottlieb Planetarium, and one hundred thirty-two thousand square feet of office space.83 And 
Kansas City Union Station is still a functioning railroad station. Train service is provided 
through Amtrak and has connections to Chicago and Los Angeles through the “Southwest 
Chief”. The “Missouri River Runner” travels from Kansas City to St. Louis with several stops 
along the way.84 
 
83  “Kansas City, MO – Union Station (KCY),” Great American Stations, accessed October, 1, 2020, 
https://www.greatamericanstations.com/stations/kansas-city-mo-kcy/. 
84  “Trains,” accessed October 13, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/trains. 
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The restoration of the Union Station went beyond the immediate site. The original 
powerhouse next door, also designed by Hunt, was restored and converted into the Todd 
Bolender Center for Dance and Creativity and is home to the Kansas City Ballet.85 Also, a 
skywalk to the east connects the station with Crown Center, an 85-acre commercial and 
residential complex that is owned by Hallmark Cards which is headquartered in Kansas City.86 
The Freight House Bridge is another pedestrian bridge that connects the terminal to the 
Crossroads Art District spanning over the railroad tracks to the north. The pedestrian bridge is 
the relocated historic Pencoyd bridge which used to be located south of the Hannibal bridge. A 
local architecture firm, BNIM, cleverly relocated the former railroad bridge and converted it to a 
pedestrian bridge improving connectivity between the terminal and surrounding area. 
(Figure 4.9) 
The end result of the restoration and adaptive reuse efforts was impressive and resulted in 
several awards and civic pride throughout the region. (Figures 4.10, 4.11) Some of the awards 
recently received include the 2018 Visitor Choice Awards, “Best of Kansas City”. In addition, 
Union Station also earned: “Favorite Historical Attraction,” “Favorite Landmark,” and Science 
City was recognized as “Favorite Family-Friendly Attraction.”87 The restored exterior is 
impressive, as can be seen in the images below. (Figures 4.12, 4.13) 
 
 
85  “Kansas City Union Station,” accessed September 21, 2020, https://www.american-rails.com/kcus.html. 
86  Jilian Mincer, “Restoring Historic Union Station in Kansas City,” The New York Times (The New York Times, 
February 8, 1998), https://www.nytimes.com/1998/02/08/realestate/restoring-historic-union-station-in-kansas-
city.html. 
87  “Union Station Awarded ‘BEST OF KANSAS CITY’ As Record-Setting 2018 Closes and Exciting Year Ahead 




Figure 4.8. Union Station’s “Science City”. © 2020 The New York Times Company. 
 
 
Figure 4.9. Freight House Bridge at Kansas City Union Station. (Former Pencoyd Railroad 
Bridge). Copyright © 2018 BNIM. 
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Figure 4.10. Kansas City Union Station Grand Plaza. Copyright 





Figure 4.11. Kansas City Union Station Grand Plaza. 






Figure 4.12). Union Station Kansas City exterior. 
©2020 National Railroad Passenger Corporation. 
 
 
Figure 4.13). Kansas City Union Station exterior at night. 
© 2020 The New York Times Company. 
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Recently, two of Kansas City’s professional sports teams, the Kansas City Royals, and 
the Kansas City Chiefs, won titles in baseball and football in 2015 and 2019. For both events, the 
resulting city-wide celebration took place in the form of a large gathering in front of Union 
Station, making a case for the pride the city has in its historic landmark. (Figures 4.14, 4.15) 
 
Figure 4.14. Kansas City Union Station receives a large gathering in celebration 






Figure 4.15. Kansas City Union Station receives a large gathering in celebration 
of the Kansas City Chiefs winning the Super Bowl in 2019. © Reed Hoffmann, 
2019. 
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History of Washington, DC Union Station 
Heyday 
By the beginning of the twentieth century, Washington, D.C.’s urban plan laid out by 
Charles L’Enfant had been significantly compromised. “Senator McMillan had appointed Daniel 
Burnham chairman of the Senate Park Commission for the Improvement of Washington D.C.”88 
Burnham’s plan called for the location of the train terminal owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad 
to move from the mall to a nearby site where a new Union Station would be built. In 1902 the 
committee voted to approve the plan and the site for the new station was moved to the 
Massachusetts Avenue site.89 (Figure 4.16) 
 
Figure 4.16. Map Showing Washington Union Station. 
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Washington+Union+Station, accessed 19 October 2020. 
 
The resurrection of Pierre L’Enfant’s original urban plan for Washington, D.C. was 
instrumental in the development of the site location for Union Station. His original plan called 
 
88  Wayne Craven, Marble Halls: Beaux-Arts Classicism and Civic Architecture in the Gilded Age (University of 
Delaware Press, 2018). Pg. 176. 
89 Ibid., 62. 
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for diagonal modes of circulation that broke free of the normal grid system. Intersections in the 
circulation plan afforded the opportunity to highlight important aspects of the urban plan. Such 
was the case with the location chosen for Union Station, and the federal government took action 
to bring it to fruition: 
In 1901, the U. S. Senate Park Commission invited master American architect and 
planner Daniel Burnham to orchestrate a sweeping City Beautiful plan for 
Washington, D.C., and make it a setting that was both practical and grandly 
befitting a world capital. Burnham’s work, inspired by that of L’Enfant, would 
help create the monumental architecture now associated with the National Mall. 
As part of this work, Burnham designed a Union Station that removed the rail 
lines from the center of the Mall, which had become a tangle of paths, gardens 
and buildings, and brought two major railroads, the Pennsylvania and the 
Baltimore and Ohio, into one terminal.90 
 
The archives of Graham, Anderson, Probst and White (D.H. Burnham & Company’s 
successor) highlights Burnham and Anderson’s vision for the location (Figures 4.17, 4.18):91 
The natural advantage of the site as a center of distribution has been furthermore 
greatly enhanced by the creation of a plaza 500 feet wide by about 1,000 feet 
long. Into this magnificent space come nine district streets, three of which are new 
and two are old streets whose directions have been slightly altered for a short 
distance by way of adjustment to the plaza. The station thus lies at the center of 
just such a system of radiating avenues as would have been provided for it, in 
General Washington’s original plan of more than a century ago, had the railway 





90  “Washington, DC – Union Station (WAS),” accessed September 14, 2020, 
https://www.greatamericanstations.com/stations/washington-union-station-dc-was/. 
91  Sally A. Kitt Chappell, “Urban Ideals and the Design of Railroad Stations,” Technology and Culture 30, no. 2 




Figure 4.17. Union Station, Washington, DC, from air 
https://tile.loc.gov/storage-services/service/pnp/npcc/30400/30427v.jpg, 





Figure 4.18. Washington Union Station From the Air, ca. 1925. 
Copyright 2019 by Shorpy Inc. 
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There was also meant to be a visual link to the nation’s capital and an effort to emulate 
the aesthetic of the other government buildings nearby as well, as noted below: 
The Station faces directly toward the dome over the center of the halls of 
Congress, half a mile distant, and will be treated in an architectural style in 
keeping with its character as the vestibule of the Capital. So many of the 
government buildings in Washington have taken their architectural inspiration 
from Greece and Rome that a freely interpreted classic may be said to have 
become the recognized architecture for public buildings in Washington. And it is 
in view of the function of the new Union Station as the one gateway of the Capital 




Figure 4.19. Floor Plan, Washington Union Station. archi/maps.tumblr.com 
 
93  Sally A. Kitt Chappell, “Urban Ideals and the Design of Railroad Stations,” Technology and Culture 30, no. 2 
(1989): p. 354-375, https://doi.org/10.2307/3105108. 
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The plan for Washington Union Station (Figure 4.19) was designed as a bi-level structure 
with seven tracks coming in from the east at a lower level through tunnels. The sub-end tracks 
remained on the level of the headhouse.94 Burnham’s partner, Pierce Anderson, had graduated 
from the École des Beaux-Arts and was a prime contributor to the design of the building 
alongside Burnham. Their concept for the building’s aesthetic was in keeping with the Beaux-
Arts style prevalent at the time and the chosen motif for the major government buildings in 
Washington, D.C. as well as most American cities at the time. The theme included a 
reinterpretation of Rome’s Arch of Constantine, seen as a series of three arches that mark the 
central main massing of the building. (Figure 4.20) 
     
Figure 4.20. Side by side comparison of Arch of Constantine and Washington Union Station, 
Courtesy of © Jeff Banke/Shutterstock.com and Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs 
Division, HABS DC,WASH,536--3. 
 
The two flanking wings feature arcades at a smaller scale that resemble those used in the 
Roman Baths of Diocletian. (Figure 4.21) The site for Union Station was ample in size, 
especially when compared to that of Grand Central and Penn Station. Burnham had depicted a 
large structure and substantial park-like surroundings for the new train station in keeping with 
 
94   Sally A. Kitt Chappell, “Urban Ideals and the Design of Railroad Stations,” Technology and Culture 30, no. 2 
(1989): p. 354-375, https://doi.org/10.2307/3105108. 
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the City Beautiful plan. The site chosen for Washington, D.C.’s Union Station was 165 acres, 
substantially larger than the inner-city locations of the other two precedents. Washington, D.C.’s 
Union Station would be the focal point of the large and open green plaza. The site was also 
strategically chosen in that it was only a few blocks from the U.S. Capitol. At the time, in the 
absence of cars and airplanes, nearly all elected officials, including the president, traveled by 
train, making the location convenient, and perhaps reinforcing a democratic mode of travel.  
The train terminal was opened for operation in 1907 with construction completed in 
1908.95 
   
Figure 4.21. Washington Union Station at Night. ©2020 National Railroad 
Passenger Corporation. 
 
Union Station had to be grand and noble, for it was the primary entrance portal to 
the capital of the nation just at the time when the United States was emerging as 
an international economic and political power, anxious to challenge the hegemony 
of Old World countries. The nation was eager to prove itself in cultural matters as 
 
95  “History of Union Station,” Union Station, accessed October 13, 2020, https://www.unionstationdc.com/History-
of-Union-Station/. 
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well, and architecture, along with a beautifully laid out and ornamented city, was 
a major means of accomplishing that goal.96  
 
The interior of Union Station featured lavish detailing: marble stairs and lavatories, solid 
mahogany benches, banisters, and doors. The door handles featured ornamental eagles and the 
seal of the United States. The design catered to the constituents and the significance of the city it 
served. The plan featured an enormous main dining room, capable of serving one thousand 
people at a time.  
The President’s Room featured a private carriage entrance that allowed for the American 
president to undertake travel plans in a secure and private manner. This was a feature unique to 
this train station because of its location. Its presence came about as the result of two recent 
assassinations of presidents Garfield (1831-1881) and Mckinley (1843-1901).97 For a more 
complete physical description of the exterior and interior, please see Appendix C.  
Decline 
Washington Union Station flourished from its beginning in 1908, serving as a major hub 
for several of the nation's largest railroads. After enjoying initial success for its first four 
decades, the terminal began a period of decline that mirrored that of the railroad industry and the 
train station became increasingly obsolete. In 1958 it was proposed to be demolished but 
narrowly survived to find a short-lived new use as a visitor center. That endeavor only lasted two 
years after which the building became abandoned and derelict. In 1981, President Ronald Reagan 
(1911-2004) delegated the task to generate a comprehensive plan for its restoration and 
rehabilitation to Secretary of Transportation Elizabeth Dole (1936-). Through public and private 
 
96  Wayne Craven, Marble Halls: Beaux-Arts Classicism and Civic Architecture in the Gilded Age (University of 
Delaware Press, 2018). Pg. 177. 
97  Ibid., 178. 
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funding, Washington, D.C. Union Station was successfully renovated and continues to provide 
rail service. 
Renaissance 1.0 
The notion that Washington Union Station could be converted to a visitor center gained 
popularity when passenger service dropped off. The National Park Service estimated that ten 
thousand visitors were coming to Washington each day. 
In 1967, the chairman of the U.S. Civil Service Commission, John W. Macy (1917-
1986), thought that the station could become a useful focal point for the approaching bi-
centennial celebration in Washington with its projected millions of visitors. Interior Secretary, 
Stewart L. Udall (1920-2010) agreed. In a deal struck in 1968 between congress and the railroad 
owners, both parties agreed to terms on what to do with the aging terminal: 
The railroad would borrow $16 million to reconfigure the gargantuan building as 
a visitor’s center: $5 million for renovation, $11 million to construct a five-level 
parking structure behind the old Concourse. New York banks would lend the 
railroads the $16 million because they held exceptional collateral: not only a solid 
piece of real estate but also a 25-year government lease of the property, at $3.5 
million a year. Uncle Sam, in turn, figured to get its money back (and then some) 
from parking and concession revenues at the new ‘National Visitor Center’. And, 
in 2001 for $1 and payment of any back District of Columbia taxes, the 
government would have the option of buying Burnham’s historic edifice.98  
 
Under an unfortunate amendment to the contract, the Interior began paying the railroad 
rent ahead of time, giving the railroads little incentive to spend any of their own money on 
improvements to the terminal. 
at which point [the railroads] said, we got a good deal. We get rent, and we don’t 
have to spend any more money.’ Why would [the railroads] want to spend another 
 
98 Carol M. Highsmith and Ted Landphair, Union Station: a History of Washington's Grand Terminal (Washington, 
D.C.: Union Station Venture, 1998). Pg. 75. 
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$10 million to put Union Station in shape when you are already getting $3 million 
in rent [from Interior] without doing anything.99 
  
In practice, the notion of Union Station functioning as a visitor’s center turned out to be 
nowhere near what they expected. Consultant Barry Howard described the visitor center as the 
“foyer to Washington [...] ready to serve five thousand six hundred visitors per hour.” In reality, 
National Park Service guides noted maybe two hundred on a good day.100  
The National Visitor Center which officially opened in 1976, never received the planned 
auto or bus parking due to a shifting budget and political maneuvering. This was an obvious 
problem for attracting visitors and played a large role in the failure of the station’s new use. One 
of the main ideas was that the train station would serve as a hub for trains, subways, and other 
forms of public transportation. Without the ability to park there, that idea would never become 
reality and the visitor center era ended in 1978.101  
In general, the visitor center use for Washington Union Station failed for a multitude of 
reasons. Perhaps among them was related to the federal government acting as its own client. The 
constituents of the legislators in charge of its implementation were not overly concerned about it 
since the building was not in their community or region, so it didn’t carry much weight to them; 
not enough anyway to voice their concerns in a convincing manner. This left the committees as 
clients somewhat unrestrained and left the critical decisions to individual motivation which did 
not serve Washington Union Station well. The political mess associated with the restoration and 
adaptive reuse, budget shortfalls, questionable design, changing tastes, the economy, labor 
strikes, and a severe decline in passenger service all played a role in the failure of the visitor 
 
99 Ibid., 79. 
100  Carol M. Highsmith and Ted Landphair, Union Station: a History of Washington's Grand Terminal (Washington, 
D.C.: Union Station Venture, 1998). Pg. 75. 
101 Ibid., 83. 
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center experiment. The visitor center use was short-lived, and the terminal went largely 
underutilized afterward. Deterioration due to a lack of maintenance was mounting. A leaking 
roof that needed almost constant attention, and certainly needed replacement, was a continuous 
problem for the terminal as were the corroded plumbing lines. The resulting presence of water 
damaged the plaster-coffered ceiling and much of the interior. It reached a critical point in 1981 
when a significant rain and resulting roof leaks sent chunks of plaster crashing to the floor of the 
waiting room. In 1981, citing the situation as being a danger to the public and disrupting Amtrak 
service, the Park Service closed the building. 
Renaissance 2.0 
Not long after Reagan’s Inauguration event, congress passed the Redevelopment Act of 
1981 which authorized a reconfiguration of Union Station into a reborn railroad terminal. Two 
studies were commissioned. The first thoroughly analyzed the building for structural soundness. 
The second was to explore options available for the building’s use. “On March 7, 1984, Interior 
Secretary William P Clark (1931-2013) signed documents formally transferring jurisdiction of 
the building to the Transportation Department.”102 Additionally, in 1988, Secretary of 
Transportation Elizabeth Dole (1936-) was able to secure $70 million in funds to get the station 
refurbished. At about that same time, the District of Columbia contributed $40 million to finish 
the garage.  
Around that same time articles of incorporation for a nonprofit ‘Union Station 
Redevelopment Corporation’ (USRC), chaired by Dole, were authorized to return Union Station 
to railroad service.103 
 
102  Carol M. Highsmith and Ted Landphair, Union Station: a History of Washington's Grand Terminal (Washington, 
D.C.: Union Station Venture, 1998). Pg. 92. 
103 Ibid., 83-92. 
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A review by the City Council on Historic Preservation indicated that the restoration and 
development plans were to avoid trivializing the historic structure. Commercialization was 
limited to the former train shed which technically was not historic. The number of kiosks in the 
Main Hall was limited to one, and unobstructed views of the historic ceilings were to be 
maintained.104  
USRC President Keith Kelly (1924-1994) said he endured several interviews in 
which he was asked, in view of the station’s background as a boondoggle: ‘Are 
you going to fall on your butt?’ No, he responded, the marketplace project would 
not fail if the six traffic-flow segments (Amtrak Passengers, commuter-rail 
customers, subway riders [estimated by Metro at 15,000 a day at the Union 
Station stop in 1988], tour-bus visitors, Congressional lunchers, and neighborhood 
residents) all kicked in, and if the terminal did indeed prove to be the taproot of 
redevelopment across the eastern end of the city’s ceremonial core.105  
 
The total amount spent on the restoration and rehabilitation of Washington Union Station 
ended up being $181 million in 1988. In 2020, that number would be equal to $398 million. The 
transformation of Washington Union Station was substantial. The terminal went through a 
comprehensive restoration of the original building and the new programmed uses that were 
planned to attract visitors, and ultimately visitors’ dollars, occurred in the former train shed as 
mentioned above. Some of the highlights of the restoration and new uses were repairing or 
undoing some of the previous restoration efforts completed during the conversion to a visitor 
center that didn’t blend well with the historic nature of the building; they lowered the floor of the 
basement area five feet to accommodate new theaters; added office space for the Amtrak 
headquarters; the addition of three levels of shopping venues and cafes; and the addition of a new 
baggage handling area. (Figure 4.22) 
 
104  Carol M. Highsmith and Ted Landphair, Union Station: a History of Washington's Grand Terminal (Washington, 
D.C.: Union Station Venture, 1998). Pg. 91. 
105 Ibid., 92. 
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Figure 4.22. Interior of Washington Union Station. 
Photo courtesy Otavio Thompson, 2020. 
 
As with any restoration project, there were many surprises that were discovered as the 
contractors began to remove material to run new systems or to replace it with the new material. 
These unknowns have to be dealt with from a construction, design, and budget standpoint when 
they are discovered, adding complexity to the project. Challenges are to be expected when 
restoring old buildings. One such limitation was that there was a one hundred pounds per square 
foot limitation on the floors. This meant that the contractors had to be strategic where materials 
were stored. Machinery used for moving materials or installing them had to be strategically 
orchestrated because of these weight limits. Contractors devised a system of mats laid out on the 
floor to distribute the weight of the machinery over a larger area.106 
 
106  Carol M. Highsmith and Ted Landphair, Union Station: a History of Washington's Grand Terminal (Washington, 
D.C.: Union Station Venture, 1998). Pg. 99. 
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The original structure did not have heating or cooling. This was to be installed in the 
rehabilitation; however, it would not be functional until the end of the project. In the winter, the 
contractors had to set up boilers on semi-trailers outside the building, pumping twelve million 
b.t.u’s. Into the building, so that plastering, and painting could continue.  
There are literally thousands of decisions that are made through the course of restoring a 
historic structure. Making sure that the design intent is accomplished is not always easy but 
necessary. There are times in any restoration project where it may require more effort than 
initially thought to achieve the desired outcome. Such was the case with matching the historic 
glass in the concourse ceiling. About one half of the original glass was either broken or missing. 
The glass was unique in that it was originally safety glass with a wire grid embedded in it. 
Additionally, the glass had a Florentine swirl pattern to it that was unique to this particular glass. 
The search for suppliers and manufacturers was worldwide and exhausting. Ultimately 
contractors found a glass manufacturer in Tennessee that could produce the glass but not the wire 
mesh. Existing building codes did not require safety glass, so the end solution was that they 
located an artisan who could paint a representation of the mesh on the glass. It was a perfect 
match.107 In addition to the task of finding a suitable replacement for the historic glass, great care 
was taken to restore all of the architectural details back to their original state. Of particular note, 
the details of the stenciling and gold leaf in the ceiling were intricate and labor-intensive. 
(Figures 14.23, 14.24, 4.25, 4.26) 
Project manager John T. Sebastian notes: “Our hope is that eighty years from now when 
people go to restore this building again, they’ll be able to come back to the work we did, go 
through our research and records and patterns that we used to re-create 1907, and have a solid 
 
107  Carol M. Highsmith and Ted Landphair, Union Station: a History of Washington's Grand Terminal (Washington, 
D.C.: Union Station Venture, 1998). Pg. 101-102. 
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base from which to again perpetuate the inspiration of Daniel Burnham. Like him, maybe we 
were able to stop time for a moment.”108  
      
Figure 4.23. restoration in progress. Workers carefully remove stenciling at Washington 




     
Figure 4.24. Restoration in progress. Workers apply gold leaf at Washington Union 
Station. Copyright Colin WInterbottom. All rights reserved, 2016. 
 
 
108  Carol M. Highsmith and Ted Landphair, Union Station: a History of Washington's Grand Terminal (Washington, 




Figure 4.25. Restoration in progress at Washington Union Station. 




Figure 4.26. Restoration in progress at Washington Union Station. 
Copyright Colin WInterbottom. All rights reserved, 2016. 
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CHAPTER 5.    ANALYSIS 
There are four basic approaches to consider when undertaking improvements to a historic 
structure. The approach taken depends on a variety of factors which are case-specific. These 
different approaches consist of several parameters to determine the correct way forward. Things 
to consider include historical significance, physical condition, proposed use, and intended 
interpretation. Depending on the type, scope, and goal of a specific project, one or more of these 
approaches may be suitable for the same project. The approaches do have an element of 
subjectivity and certainly no two projects are exactly alike. Because of this, architects and 
ownership groups do at times present their own interpretation to the approaches and definitions 
depending on the specifics of a given project. Communication with governing boards is key in 
circumstances such as this to come to a mutual understanding on the path forward. It is important 
to note that the four approaches have different definitions. According to the U.S. Secretary of 
Interior’s standards, they are as follows: 
Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials 
and retention of a property's form as it has evolved over time. 
Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to 
meet continuing or changing uses while retaining the property's historic character. 
Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history while 
removing the evidence of other periods. 
Reconstruction re-creates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for 
interpretive purposes.109 
  
The four approaches can be further defined as follows: 
 
Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to 
sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of a historic property. 
Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible 
use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those 
portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values. 
 
109 “Four Approaches to the Treatment of Historic Properties-Technical Preservation Services, National Park 
Service,” accessed October 16, 2020, https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments.htm. 
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Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, 
features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time 
by means of the removal of features from other periods in its history and 
reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period. 
Reconstruction is defined as the act or process of depicting, by means of new 
construction, the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving site, landscape, 
building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating its appearance at a 
specific period of time and in its historic location.110 
  
It is important to know the terminology when communicating with other professionals 
and agencies involved in a given project. 
The Secretary of Interior’s standards have evolved over time, taking into consideration 
changes in technology, practice, and input from experts. Some highlights include: 
The National Historic Preservation Act was passed in 1966. It authorizes the 
Secretary of the Interior to delegate to the National Park Service ‘to expand and 
maintain a National Register of Historic Places,’ to ‘administer a program of 
direct grants for the preservation of properties included in the National Register,’ 
and to ‘establish professional standards for the preservation of historic properties.’ 
  
The Historic Preservation Grants-in-Aid: Policies and Procedures were developed 
in 1973. It, among other things, states that adaptive reuse, whereas not included, 
the manual explains that it is eligible for funding as a type of restoration 
treatment. It goes on to say that adaptive reuse is an appropriate treatment for 
structures that are visually important in the historic scene but do not otherwise 
qualify for exhibition purposes. 
The Tax Reform Act was passed in 1976. This created the tax incentives program 
for the rehabilitation of historic properties for income-producing purposes. 
  
In October of 1977, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
were published as final regulations in the Code of Federal Regulations for the 
Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives Program. 
  
In 1990, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation were revised. 
One of the primary changes states that: ‘that the new work must not destroy 
historic character-defining materials, it must be differentiated from the old, and it 
must be compatible with the historic character of the property.’111 
 
110  “Four Approaches to the Treatment of Historic Properties-Technical Preservation Services, National Park 
Service,” accessed October 16, 2020, https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments.htm. 
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This is a shortened list showing some of the highlights of the evolution of historic 
preservation as it relates to the federal guidelines. For a more detailed list, you can visit the 
National Parks Service website at https://www.nps.gov/tps/about.htm for more information. 
Additionally, see Appendix F.  
As an incentive method to encourage the investment in preserving historic income 
producing properties, The Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives program allows for up to 
a 20% income tax credit for dollars spent on historic preservation of certified structures. This has 
been a lucrative incentive program with six-billion dollars awarded annually.112 Whereas it 
would seem obvious that both Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station took 
advantage of the program for their restoration efforts, the author was unable to identify that 
specific information most likely due to privacy concerns on behalf of the ownership entities. 
Why Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station 
Why Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station? Among the dozen or so 
renowned American train terminals, why were these two selected? During the Gilded Age there 
existed around 80,000 train terminals, stations and depots scattered across the United States. 
Over the years and through government regulation, alternative forms of transportation, and the 
general changing of the industry over time, the number of train stations decreased. In 2018 the 
number of stations served by Amtrak and rail transit was reduced to 7,404.113 Clearly the 
industry has changed. The large terminals that survived did so primarily due to their value to the 
cities they served and their geographical importance to the railroad. With the exception of a few, 
 
112  “Tax Incentives-Technical Preservation Services, National Park Service,” accessed November 11, 2020, 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives.htm. 
113  “Number of Stations Served by Amtrak and Rail Transit, Fiscal Year,” Number of Stations Served by Amtrak 
and Rail Transit, Fiscal Year | Bureau of Transportation Statistics, accessed November 29, 2020, 
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ridership was no longer their solitary function. Of the remaining few famous train terminals, 
Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station were chosen for multiple reasons. 
They were both built about the same time and were both monumental in scale. Both train stations 
were designed by well-known Chicago architects at the time, Kansas City’s Union Station by 
Jarvis Hunt and Washington, DC’s Union Station by Daniel Burnham. Both of these architects 
were involved in the City Beautiful movement. The movement was a reform philosophy that 
strove to rid the urban environment from neglect and blight by way of beautification and the 
introduction of monumental grandeur that was believed to influence social virtue, order, and 
dignity. In the case of train terminals, as discussed in previous chapters, the chosen architectural 
style to represent the newfound national identity was the Beaux-Arts style. Both architects were 
significant proponents of this style in which both of these stations were designed. Additionally, 
both of these train stations engaged in restoration and adaptive reuse efforts through a 
combination of public and private funding. Both Kansas City Union Station and Washington 
Union Station are considered to be iconic in both cities because of their rich history and 
successful rehabilitations. For these reasons, the author believes that these two stations provide 
an excellent platform, through comparing and contrasting their respective restorations, to 
showcase the value of historic preservation and adaptive reuse.  
Compare and Contrast 
Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station share a lot in common with a 
few key areas where they are fundamentally different. The analysis of the two terminals 
generally operates within the frame of reference to the stated research question: i.e. how does the 
legacy of these two terminals impact preservation and cultural heritage practices? The grounds 
upon which these two stations were chosen for this analysis were based on the similarities in the 
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context of when they were created, their general similarities in size and design, and their cultural 
and historical significance. Each terminal has its own story of how it came into existence and 
followed the general history of the railroad. In light of where they both stand in today’s context; 
it is useful to understand how each terminal achieved its respective restorations and adaptive 
reuse while understanding that they had both similarities and differences in their respective 
approaches. This analysis aims to understand the differences and how they each add to the notion 
that the preservation of such buildings is worthwhile and rewarding. 
Fundamentally the buildings share a common Beaux-Arts architectural style utilized by 
two well-known Chicago architects, Jarvis Hunt (Kansas City) and Daniel Burnham 
(Washington, D.C.). Both architects were well known for being advocates of the City Beautiful 
Movement whose tenants were displayed and promoted through the Beaux-Arts style of the 
buildings showcased in the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition. As a result, both Washington 
Union Station and Kansas City Union Station were laid out symmetrically, utilizing the Beaux-
Arts style, and had a monumental scale with Washington Union Station being the bigger of the 
two, covering almost 200 acres.114 True to the fundamental reasons for the selection of the 
Beaux-Arts style for large scale public buildings, both buildings convey a sense of grandeur, 
power, prosperity, and well represent the notion of a gateway to the cities they serve.  
As the railroad industry experienced its decline in ridership through the mid-twentieth 
century, railroad terminals such as Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station 
went through a period of obsolescence. Utilization went to a bare minimum and building 
maintenance had all but stopped. Initial efforts were undertaken to revitalize both terminals to 
avoid potential demolition (Kansas City in the mid-70s and Washington, D.C. in the mid-60s). 
 
114  “Union Station: Washington, D.C.,” accessed October 22, 2020, 
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Both initial attempts failed for different reasons resulting in another commonality that these two 
terminals share. Kansas City Union Station’s ownership group KCTR hired a developer to 
restore the terminal and develop the surrounding area. The agreement was never fulfilled, and the 
project ended up in a lawsuit. Washington Union Station’s first attempt at restoration failed for a 
number of reasons. Among them were inefficiency on the part of the government, questionable 
design, and a severe decline in passenger service, among other factors. 
As part of the restoration and adaptive reuse of both Washington Union Station and 
Kansas City Union Station was an effort to maintain railroad service. Washington Union 
Station’s rail service operates at a much higher capacity than Kansas City. There are several 
reasons behind this, chief among them is that the rail system in the northeast is much more 
developed than that of the Midwest because it is serving a denser population. In addition to this, 
Washington Union Station serves the nation’s capital, making it an important hub that generates 
high amounts of traffic. Currently there are nine options for train service from Washington 
Union Station through Amtrak with service throughout the east coast and connections to other 
regions. Comparatively, Kansas City Union Station currently offers two train service options 
through Amtrak in addition to regional service. 
Both terminals and their ownership groups have made efforts to connect with their 
immediate surroundings through non-rail methods of circulation. In addition to the train service, 
multiple other options for more local forms of transportation exist. At Washington Union 
Station, access to the subway system, and numerous options for bus and taxi connections are 
offered. Similarly, at Kansas City Union station access options exist for the local bus system and 
taxi service. Kansas City Union Station differs slightly in that it serves as the hub for the local 
KC Streetcar. The streetcar serves the downtown area of Kansas City with multiple stops at 
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popular venues for shopping, entertainment, and dining. Kansas City Union Station offers a 
unique connection to Crown Center, a local shopping and entertainment area adjacent to the 
station via a connecting link. (Figure 5.1) In addition to the pedestrian bridge connecting to 
Crown Center, the Freight House bridge connects Kansas City Union Station with the Crossroads 
Art District. 
 
Figure 5.1. An enclosed pedestrian link connecting Kansas City Union Station to Crown Center. The walkway is 
elevated over Main Street allowing for a safe and comfortable connection from the terminal to the established 
entertainment district. Photograph by Michael Carson, 2020. 
 
The connectivity with their surrounding communities and beyond that both terminals 
have developed is important. Firstly, it helps to anchor the terminal as an important node in the 
transportation network. This, in fact, is what these terminals were created for in the first place. It 
helps to solidify the importance of the terminal with the community in a meaningful way by 
utilizing it on a daily basis. The relationship is symbiotic with both the terminal benefiting from 
the exposure and the traffic and the community benefitting by having an easily accessible 
transportation facility at the local level. A well-connected community through varied forms of 
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public transportation can lead to better access to health care, goods, and services, and can lead to 
greater physical activity through walking or bicycling.115  
Restoration Approaches 
The Secretary of the Interior has specific standards by which a historic property should be 
altered. As mentioned before, these standards are outlined in the approaches listed on the 
National Park Service website. Projects generally fall into one or more of the following 
categories: Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, or Reconstruction. In the research 
conducted and on-site observation in the case of Kansas City Union Station, Washington Union 
Station and Kansas City Union Station did follow the Secretary of Interior’s standards for all 
four categories. I was not able to find specific information regarding both projects’ approaches, 
and thus relied on the observations found in the research conducted. The area of focus for this 
study was the main historical spaces for both stations, the additions, and new programmatic 
features. For Kansas City Union Station those spaces were primarily the Grand Hall and Grand 
Plaza. For Washington Union Station the main historical spaces included the Grand Hall and the 
side hallways that emanate from each side of the central Grand Hall.  
Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station followed similar paths in their 
respective rehabilitations. One of the difficulties faced by both entities in leadership positions of 
the terminals, was how to add on to the historic structures. As previously mentioned, one of the 
character-defining features of a Beaux-Arts style building is the symmetrical nature of its design. 
This can make it difficult for additions meant to house new uses. In the case of Washington 
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Union Station and Kansas City Union Station, this was done respectfully with additions, not 
overwhelming in nature, occurring to the sides and rear of the facilities. 
The two stations largely chose to restore their grand halls back to an original state with 
little disruption of new uses. Washington Union Station differs a little from Kansas City Union 
Station in that the flanking wings were more pronounced and perceived visually as part of the 
grand hall and thus received similar treatment. The East and West halls were restored to their 
original condition but now provide access to the various businesses at their perimeter. Another 
difference in approach taken between the two terminal’s design teams is that Washington Union 
Station’s model relied much more on developed retail space, virtually turning it into a historic 
venue and intermodal transportation hub with a modern-day shopping mall component located in 
the former train shed. These primary historical interior spaces were preserved, and the 
rehabilitation occurred around their perimeter and in the support spaces such as the train shed to 
the rear of the building, and on other levels. (Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5)  
 
Figure 5.1. Washington Union Station directory showing the various uses on the three levels of the 
building. The colors indicate non-original uses in the building. Each color is assigned to a different 
level. © 2012-2020 Ontheworldmap.com - free printable maps. All right reserved. 
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Figure 5.2. Washington Union Station directory showing the various uses on the three levels of the 
building. The colors indicate non-original uses in the building. Each color is assigned to a different level. © 





Figure 5.3. Washington Union Station directory showing the various uses on the three levels of the 
building. The colors indicate non-original uses in the building. Each color is assigned to a different level. © 




Figure 5.4. Kansas City Union Station directory showing the various uses on the three levels of the 
building. The colors indicate non-original uses in the building. Each color is assigned to a different 
level. Copyright © 2014-2020 Union Station Kansas City / All Rights Reserved. 
 
 
Figure 5.5. Kansas City Union Station directory showing the various uses on the three levels of the 
building. The colors indicate non-original uses in the building. Each color is assigned to a different 





Figure 5.5. Kansas City Union Station directory showing the various uses on the three levels of the 
building. The colors indicate non-original uses in the building. Each color is assigned to a different 
level. Copyright © 2014-2020 Union Station Kansas City / All Rights Reserved. 
 
Restoration Approach-Kansas City Union Station 
Kansas City Union Station, when built in 1913, was the third-largest train station ever 
built in the United States, with over 850,000 square feet of floor area.116 The restoration and 
adaptive reuse of the facility included the restoration of the grand public spaces on the main floor 
level, the rehabilitation of much of the space on the second, third, and basement levels. The 
basement level was primarily reprogrammed with new uses throughout. New uses include a live 
theater, movie theater, a planetarium, and an escape room attraction. The first floor is where 
most of the interior preservation occurred, mainly in the Grand Hall and Grand plaza areas. 
Additional uses that occur on the first floor are restaurants, cafes, Amtrak station, and the United 
 
116  “About Us,” Union Station, accessed November 26, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/about. 
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States Postal Service. Second floor new uses include offices, galleries, and exhibition space. In 
total it appears that the entire 850,000 square feet of building was restored or rehabilitated in 
some fashion. New additions were added as well. Science City, an interactive science museum 
for children, was added in the northwest corner of the building. Two pedestrian-linking bridges 
were added allowing pedestrians access to Crown Center and the Crossroads Art District, both 
established shopping and entertainment areas. Exterior improvements involved stone cleaning 
and repair, a new roof, window replacement, and numerous site improvements. The 
rehabilitation and adaptive reuse added over 100,000 square feet of the new building and a 
60,000 square feet exhibit area housing a series of interactive exhibits.117 
Restoration Approach-Washington Union Station 
Washington Union Station’s restoration and adaptive reuse differed from that in Kansas 
City in that it featured a heavier focus on continued train travel in addition to the added retail and 
tourism components. Similar to Kansas City Union Station, Washington Union station focused 
its restoration efforts on the Grand Hall, and it is two flanking wings. It appears that in total 
approximately 387,000 square feet of the building was either restored, rehabilitated or both.118 
Programmatic changes in building use primarily occurred around the perimeter of the flanking 
hallways and completely changed the use of the former train shed in the rear of the building. 
With a heavier emphasis on continued train travel, passengers are now able to use Amtrak, 
Maryland Area Regional Commuter rail, Virginia Railway Express, Metro subway trains and 
buses, taxis, tourist buses, intercity buses, and Capital Bikeshare. Parking, which once was part 
of the catalyst for the terminal's decline, has been upgraded by a two-thousand five-hundred-
 
117   “Union Station Kansas City,” Union Station, accessed November 9, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/. 
118 “DC Preservation League,” November 23, 2020, http://www.dcpreservation.org/. 
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space parking garage located behind the station. Other key improvements were the addition of a 
mezzanine level that increased retail availability; a dedicated Amtrak area; a food court in the 
basement; a comprehensive interior restoration; the addition of an elevator; and a comprehensive 
exterior rehabilitation including the roof, walls, doors, and windows. With the historical terminal 
now functioning as an intermodal transportation hub as well as a shopping venue, and tourist 
attraction, it is well-positioned to once again be a focal point for Washington, D.C.119  
Social and Cultural Values 
Large public institutions such as train stations help individuals feel as if they are part of a 
larger whole. This was certainly the case with train stations during the height of their use during 
World War II with 680,000 passengers passing through Kansas City Union Station in 1945 
alone. It gives the train stations a sense of meaning associated with shared memory and emotions 
experienced there. During the height of train transportation, the collective memory of the 
terminals was established, which played a role in their restoration. The public understood at 
some level the value that these buildings brought to their community through multiple forms of 
interaction. Not only was the interaction simply getting on or off of a train, but it was also the 
grandeur of the great terminals, the art, architecture, people, and culture of the place. The 
grandeur of these terminals is truly impressive. The scale of the spaces is unlike that of many 
buildings of that time period. Their soaring spaces of the Grand Halls with ceilings adorned with 
ornate plasterwork, chandeliers, and paintings evoke a feeling of awe even to this day. At the 
height of their original use, it imparted a sense of anticipation of arrival or departure to greater 
things. Today it is equally inspiring for reasons of old and new alike. These are points of 
 
119  “Washington, DC – Union Station (WAS),” accessed October 19, 2020, 
https://www.greatamericanstations.com/stations/washington-union-station-dc-was/. 
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memory in people's lives that resonate. As an example of this, on display in Kansas City Union 
Station are facsimile letters sent to the terminal that tell of personal experiences with the train 
terminal. It is reasonable to expect that letters such as these are not isolated examples given the 
incredible amount of personal experiences and events occurring at train terminals over the years. 
See Appendix D. 
Art is a valuable component of society as a vehicle of expression. As a medium of 
translating ideas, experiences, and cultural values, art can capture a moment in time and present 
itself to a wider audience. A case as such could be made in the architecture of Washington Union 
Station and Kansas City Union Station. The classical nature of the Beaux-Arts style of 
architecture that these train stations embodied has a strong sense of art that is integral to the 
style. In fact, architects trained at the École des Beaux-Arts believed that architecture was the 
pinnacle of all the arts, and they treated their work as such. Beaux-Arts buildings often feature 
sculpture inside and out with subject matter that intended to communicate an identity or 
represent the culture for which the building was created. The sculptures usually try to convey an 
ideal or meaning associated with the building's purpose and people for whom it is for. The 
buildings also feature an abundant use of ornamentation consistent with the Greco-Roman 
influence of the style. Murals depicting subject matter relevant to the time and place of the 
buildings were common, especially on the ceilings. The inherent presence of art in the 
architecture of the buildings is not the only connection to the art world that these buildings have. 
Both Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station will display art as part of an 
exhibit on occasion, further enhancing the experiences of the visitors. 
Train stations, and especially the monumental ones often referred to as terminals, at 
major railroad articulation points, could be thought of as gateways to their respective city. At the 
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height of train travel in the early to mid-twentieth century, the train station was often the first 
space travelers experienced upon arrival, introducing the traveler to that city’s unique culture. At 
the turn of the century, from the standpoint of governmental and civic architecture, the nation’s 
focus was on creating buildings that represented power, importance, and elegance. They strove to 
incorporate social notions of achievement, prosperity, environment, and connection to the past 
through the Beaux-Arts classical style. It was these ideals that led to the creation of our great 
train stations and in particular that of Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station. 
On a more local level, train stations and local transit lines enable society to engage in 
work and social activities. For those without an ability to drive vehicles, this is a key element in 
their ability to connect with others, earn a living, experience different environments, and avoid 
isolation.120 In relation to this, trains stations also provide a place for all patrons to engage in 
interactions with a wide range of people of different races, ages, gender, and culture. 
By design, train stations are natural conversion points for people coming and going 
throughout the region. Because of this they lend themselves to also being likely locations for 
various public services or the display of information.121 This occurs both in the actual terminal 
itself or in the surrounding area in the form of facilities that want to locate nearby. That is true 
for both Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union station. In Kansas City you will find 
that the Internal Revenue Service and the United States Postal Service both have locations within 
a block of the terminal. Also, the Todd Bolender Center for Dance & Creativity and home to the 
Kansas City Ballet and School is now occupying the nearby former power plant for the terminal. 
 
120  Village Well, “Vichealth.vic.gov.au,” vichealth.vic.gov.au, 2006, 
https://www.vichealth.vic.gov.au/~/media/ProgramsandProjects/PlanningHealthyEnvironments/Attachments/Train_
Stations_Community_Wellbeing2.ashx. 




It goes without saying that Washington Union Station was located by design in the heart of 
Washington, D.C. The central location allows for easy access to Washington’s numerous 
monuments and governmental buildings and numerous public services. The terminal offers six 
different tour type excursions to see and explore the city in addition to their conventional modes 
of local transportation.  
Train terminals as points of conversion for people moving throughout the country will 
likely involve some element of the immigration process for people new to the United States. This 
experience was a more prevalent concept in the past during the rapid growth of the country and 
the railroad simultaneously with ridership at its height. In the modern era of restored terminals 
and their intermodal forms of transportation have the potential to once again play a role as a 
gateway offering a look at the cultures and history of the region as immigrants move about the 
country.  The railroad and immigration both aided in the development of the United States. The 
United States offered hope and freedom to thousands of immigrants as they made their way here, 
and in turn they helped build the United States we see today.  
Legacy and Impact on Preservation 
The creation of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 was the result of 
grassroots efforts by preservationists, over the course of nearly a century. It was in part expedited 
into law in response to the demolition of Pennsylvania Station in New York City. The law 
acknowledges the importance of protecting our nation’s heritage from unchecked development. 
It sets the policies for preserving our built heritage at the federal, state, and local level.122 It is 
timely passing perhaps played a role in avoiding the potential demolition of New York’s Grand 
 
122  “National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,” accessed October 7, 2020, https://ncshpo.org/resources/national-
historic-preservation-act-of-1966/. 
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Central Terminal in the late 1960s. Another result of the demolition of Pennsylvania Station and 
the resulting spotlight on historic preservation was the creation of the New York Landmarks 
Preservation Commission.  BBC News Magazine had this to say about Pennsylvania Station and 
other historic structures worth saving in the context of New York City:  
In 1968, Penn Central Railroad, the company that bulldozed Penn Station, 
announced plans for the redevelopment of Grand Central that could have led to 
the destruction of its facade and main waiting room. Fortunately, the newly 
created New York Landmarks Preservation Commission, with the celebrity 
backing of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, stepped in. The railroad challenged the 
constitutionality of the landmark law in a test case that went all the way to the US 
Supreme Court in Washington, and the justices sided with the preservationists. 
Fifty years on, the law protects 1,400  
landmarks, 115 historic interiors, 109 historic districts, and 10 scenic landmarks, 
including Central Park. Almost 30% of Manhattan's buildings are safeguarded.123 
 
Both Kansas City Union Station and Washington Union Station are now on the list of 
National Historic Places. Washington Union Station was listed in 1969 and Kansas City Union 
Station in 1972, respectively. This allowed both of them to gain notoriety and a level of 
protection from destruction. Notoriety and high visibility enable Washington Union Station and 
Kansas City Union Station to be good ambassadors of historic preservation through their rich 
histories and massive visual scale. Additionally, the public funding and financing combined with 
the private local groups and their fundraising efforts created high visibility for their restorations. 
The visibility was at least regionally if not nationally in both cases. Upon completion of their 
restorations and adaptive reuse, both stations remain large public attractions either through 
business attractions such as tourism, retail, entertainment/discovery, or train travel itself. This 
highly interactive nature allows the public to easily see firsthand the result of the investments 
 
123  Nick Bryant, “How Penn Station Saved New York's Architectural History,” BBC News (BBC, May 28, 2015), 
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-32890011. 
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and to enjoy the inherent beauty, sense of historical awareness, achievement, and significance, 
all of which contribute to the ongoing legacy of historic preservation.  
Civic pride in these train terminals can also contribute to the legacy of historic 
preservation and adaptive reuse. Train terminals are part of the railroad fabric that grew through 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries along with the United States itself. The growth of the 
railroad industry fed off of the growth of the United States and vice versa. As a result, they were 
part of our collective history in both difficult and prosperous times. Originally created as hubs 
serving as part of a larger transportation system and a celebrated gateway to the city they served, 
train terminals have oftentimes been recreated through restoration and adaptive reuse to now 
serve multiple roles of a new era. Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station are 
now places for community events, museums, interpretive centers, and commercial venues all of 
which attract tourism both locally and beyond adding to the economic gain for the community. 
They are deeply embedded within their communities and regions. In the case of Washington 
Union Station, a case could be made that its attraction reaches a national and international level 
as well due to its prominent location in the capital city. In both cases, serving as a representative 
of the community's connection to the past, present, and future, as well as a larger whole, fosters a 
strong sense of civic pride. 
 The legacy of historic preservation has been enhanced by the restoration of these historic 
terminals aesthetically and architecturally. The terminals became derelict as train travel suffered 
through the 60s and 70s. With little or no funding for regular maintenance and upkeep, the 
stations were literally falling apart. This did little for their cause for existence. Finding new life 
through historic restoration and adaptive reuse has reversed the course of the terminal's future, 
and Instead of a public blight they are now showcased. Regular maintenance of these two large 
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terminals is extremely expensive, and without a viable use generating income they can become a 
burden similar to when they went through a period of decline. The new programmatic uses for 
the facility have made them once again attractive and largely self-sufficient. Self-sufficiency and 
the flexibility of the new uses in the future are key to their long-term viability. The restoration 
and adaptive reuse also brought the aging buildings further into compliance with existing 
building codes, life safety standards, and accessibility standards. Handicapped accessibility is an 
important feature in the overall context of a restoration project. The Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) became federal law in 1990. Existing buildings, including historic buildings, need to 
be brought up to current standards when alterations occur. There are exceptions that are in place 
for some existing conditions, however, it is a complex process to determine the final scope of the 
requirements for a historic building.124 
 
124  For more information on accessibility and existing buildings, the following publication is a good reference on 
the subject: Osterberg, Arvid E. Access for Everyone: A Guide to the Accessibility of Buildings and Sites with 
References to 2010 ADAAG. Iowa State University Facilities Planning & Management and Department of 
Architecture, College of Design, 2010. 
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CHAPTER 6.    CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Conclusions 
Washington Union station and Kansas City Union Station are both over one hundred 
years old. Their preservation and rehabilitation are not merely about trying to capture a moment 
in time. Contrary to the beliefs of some, preservation is not all about the past, it actually goes 
well beyond that. Large portions of the project’s planning and design are actually devoted to 
what can be done for the future of the building after preserving key elements. This relies on new 
uses either within the older building or in the form of an addition. It strives to be respective of 
the past with an eye to the future and how the two blend together and fit within their context. In 
this sense preservation is not a field outside of the traditional field of architecture from a design 
standpoint. It actually focuses design within the unique and diverse context and history of the 
project at hand. 
Sustainability is a valuable component of historic preservation. When preserving a 
building’s elements, less is spent on the installation of new materials and the natural resources 
used to produce them. Avoiding the demolition also conserves the amount of material that is 
trucked off to the dump. It is estimated that there is approximately a 30% cost savings when a 
building’s shell, structure, and site are utilized through adaptive reuse when compared to new 
construction.125 Another positive and sustainable result of historic preservation and adaptive 
reuse is that it conserves valuable land thereby diminishing the impact of urban sprawl due to 
new construction. Existing buildings have embodied energy, the energy used to process materials 
 
125  Thornton, Barbara J. "The Greenest Building (is the one that you don't build!): Effective Techniques for 
Sustainable Adaptive Reuse/Renovation." Journal of Green Building 6, no. 1 (2011): 1-7. 
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for a building and then to actually construct a building.126 When we engage in adaptive reuse of 
historic buildings, we harness this energy put into them long ago rather than duplicating it. 
This research aimed to investigate and understand the impact that historical train 
terminals have on the legacy of preservation and cultural heritage practices in the United States. 
To fully explore the impact that train terminals had on the preservation movement, Washington 
Union Station and Kansas City Union Station were analyzed for the role that they played in the 
past and continue to play in the future. To fully understand their contribution, this thesis explored 
the context of the era that created them. To effectively understand that context, the history of the 
railroad was explored along with the development of the United States and the designed 
environment during the height of the railroad era. Through the analysis it can be concluded that 
train terminals had a significant role to play in the promotion of preservation and cultural 
heritage practices.  
The approach taken in this analysis was chosen for specific purposes. In an effort to 
analyze the building type as a whole, it was necessary to select key examples to examine, 
compare, and contrast. Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station were chosen as 
good examples for the study due to a number of reasons such as national significance, recent 
restoration efforts, and contextual similarities, among others. Patterns of development were 
identified, and the life history of the buildings was explored from their inception to the present 
day. Train terminals were a significant part of the culture of the United States’ development from 
the late nineteenth century through the middle part of the twentieth century. Significant moments 
in history occurred in and because of these buildings. The effect that they had on the people 
passing through, the communities they served, and the country, were profound. Hundreds of 
 
126  Young, Robert A. "Historic preservation and adaptive use: a significant opportunity for sustainability." In ARCC 
conference repository. 2011. 
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thousands of people have passed through these welcoming spaces, and significant moments in 
history occurred there.  
Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station are impressive facilities and 
their place in the history of the railroad is significant. They were designed and built at the 
beginning of the height of the railroad era and they, along with the industry itself, fell into a state 
of decline and obsolescence through the mid-twentieth century. Fortunately, through a 
comprehensive effort involving many different entities at different levels, they found new life 
through restoration and rehabilitation. Today, fully restored to their original grandeur and 
functioning with a new life—and a new role—the expectation was that the analysis would 
indicate a positive influence on the preservation and cultural heritage practices. The combination 
of their rich history, public nature, and sheer size and location makes them hard to miss and to 
truly appreciate them, one should visit one of these historic terminals to see firsthand how 
magnificent these places are. This thesis endeavored to look deeper into the influences that led to 
the end result. 
When starting the research for the comparison of Washington Union Station and Kansas 
City Union Station the author had expected that the results of the comparison would confirm that 
the restoration of these building types is worthwhile and that they do aid in the understanding of 
the community’s cultural heritage. The precision and expertise of the trades that performed the 
restoration work were impressive and the end result proves the point.  
It was interesting to find that the success of the restoration and rehabilitation of 
Washington Union Station was heavily dependent on the inclusion of a three-story shopping mall 
in the former train shed. Its presence there is clearly a move to allow the terminal to generate 
money and be self-sustaining. At the time in the late 80s, the shopping mall concept was more 
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popular than it is today. So, the inclusion of such makes sense for that time period. The larger 
picture speaks to an important component of what makes these terminals successful long term 
which is the diversification of use. In order to stay viable and continue to maintain a level of self-
sufficiency, these terminals and their ownership groups need to be able to attract people and 
ultimately generate revenue from it. The mall concept apparently works and likely plays off of 
the vibrant intermodal transportation component of the terminal. The key to the future is the 
ability for the mall and future versions of it can adapt to the times without the need to completely 
rehabilitate large areas completely. 
The methodology used proved to be effective in establishing an informed platform from 
which to evaluate the two terminals. Researching the history of the railroad, Washington Union 
Station and Kansas City Union Station, and the rise of the Beaux-Arts movement in the United 
States gives the reader an informed perspective from which to delve deeper into the more 
detailed information. 
Conducting a comparative analysis involving the history and approaches taken in the 
restoration of the two terminals showed commonalities in success which supports a positive 
impact on historic preservation and cultural heritage.  
Significant train terminals such as Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union 
Station, with their established role in the social and cultural development of the United States, 
helps those that experience them feel that they are part of a larger whole. Socially and culturally 
they experience the art in the form of architecture created by the Beaux-Arts architects as a 
vehicle of expression of cultural values. The grandeur of the facilities through their artistic 
presence combined with the interactions with different people and cultures gives meaning that is 
associated with the memories experienced there. This helped to establish the value that played a 
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role in their restorations. As representative gateways to their cities, they conveyed notions of 
importance, prosperity, and connection, helping society engage in work, and social endeavors.  
Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station are two terminals that were 
designed and built as a result of the rapid growth of the railroad industry and the nationwide 
trend of the City Beautiful Movement. They are a good representation of the health of the 
communities they represent, now not only serving as intermodal transportation hubs but as 
destinations for commerce and community interaction. The impact on the preservation and 
cultural heritage practices is, by all accounts, positive, as evidenced by way of their erratic 
histories culminating with successful and comprehensive restorations and rehabilitation. Both 
terminals are works of art in and of themselves, worth holding on to and preserving for 
generations to come. The highly public nature of the building type ensures the constant display 
of the value of preservation and cultural heritage practices. They serve as a valued representation 
of the past as a part of the growth of a nation and offer a continuum linking that past to the 
present and the future through their restoration and rehabilitation. 
Future Work, Washington Union Station 
Washington Union Station continues to evolve as time goes on. In 2016 repairs were 
made to the ceiling in the Main Hall due to damages incurred from an earthquake. While the 
repairs were ongoing, the terminal took the opportunity to remove the Center Cafe and two 
fountains. The two features were not part of the original building design. Future plans include the 
modernization of the Claytor Concourse which is the intercity passenger and commuter rail 
pathway. It is scheduled to be completed in 2022.  
A major change is planned for Washington Union Station and the surrounding 
neighborhoods that will ensure its future viability. As part of a 2012 masterplan, The 
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‘Washington Union Station 2nd Century Plan’ is currently being designed and will include a 
number of improvements which will include tripling passenger capacity, meet modern design 
standards, adding several new lower-level concourses, and probably most significantly would be 
the implementation of ‘Burnham Place’127.  
This three million-square-foot mixed-use development over the existing rail yard 
will be developed by Akridge. The development will be a vital economic driver 
for the D.C. region as it will reconnect the urban fabric of the station’s adjacent 
neighborhoods including NoMa, Capitol Hill and the H Street Corridor. Burnham 
Place will feature retail, hotel, office, and residential space – all interspersed with 
open public spaces including a green linear park connecting pedestrians and 
bikers north to Maryland.128 
 
Future Work, Kansas City Union Station 
Kansas City Union Station shows it is continuing to evolve with the times as well. In 
2005 the terminal added the KC Rail Experience, a permanent exhibit that celebrates the history 
of the railroad and Kansas City Union Station. In 2008 a 20,000-square-foot exhibit gallery was 
added on the lower level to host traveling exhibits. Revenues from these traveling exhibits add 
additional sources of funding that help stabilize the Station. A local architecture firm, Burns and 
McDonnell, invested $1.25 million in new exhibits in 2011 for Science City and they sponsored 
a unique program called “Battle of the Brains”. The program engaged elementary students in the 
area in a contest to come up with the theme for the newest exhibit. It served as an excellent idea 
that engaged the community and brought awareness to the train terminal.129 Most recently, in 
April of 2020, “the Kansas City City Council...approved $7.4 million in design and construction 
contracts that will enable the Kansas City Streetcar Authority (KCSA) to begin pre-construction 
 
127 “Washington, DC – Union Station (WAS),” Great American Stations, accessed October 27, 2020, 
https://www.greatamericanstations.com/stations/washington-union-station-dc-was/. 
128 Ibid. 
129 “Timeline,” accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.unionstation.org/timeline. 
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work on its Main Street extension later this year. About $4.7 million was allocated for design 
services and $2.7 million for pre-construction activities for the 3.6-mile streetcar extension that 
would connect Union Station to 51st Street in Kansas City, Missouri.”130 
Future Work, Michigan Central Station 
Currently, Michigan Central Station in Detroit is undergoing an impressive restoration 
and adaptive reuse. The city of Detroit and the neighborhoods surrounding the terminal stand to 
benefit a great deal by the investment of restoring this historic structure and surrounding area. 
The project is a well-funded and an exciting endeavor taken on by Ford Motor Company that 
hopefully will galvanize a city that has been struggling for decades. The restoration of Michigan 
Central Station can be seen as a positive indicator that the health of historic preservation is good, 
and communities and cities alike are understanding the multiple benefits that the historic train 
terminals have to offer.  
In June of 2018, Ford Motor Company announced that it had purchased Michigan Central 
Station with a bold plan for its future and the future of Detroit. Ford plans to invest $740 million 
in restoring and rehabilitating the historic Michigan Central Station and its surrounding 
neighborhood, Corktown.131 The plan, according to the Ford Media Center, is to make the 




130  “Rail News - Kansas City Selects Streetcar Extension Contractors. For Railroad Career Professionals,” 
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The Corktown campus is a place where Ford and its partners will work on 
autonomous and electric vehicle businesses, and design solutions for a new 
transportation operating system that makes mobility more convenient and 
accessible through smart, connected vehicles, roads, parking, and public transit.132  
 
In addition to acquiring the train terminal, Ford has also purchased the Detroit Public 
School Book Depository, vacant land, Brass Factory, and another former factory in Corktown. 
The overall development will serve the community with a mixture of offices, retail space, and 
residential housing. One motivation for Ford’s efforts to comprehensively transform the area is 
to create an urban environment that is conducive to attracting top talent to work in an innovative 
working and living environment.133 (Figure 6.5) 
 
Figure 6.5. Corktown campus site diagram. 
© 2020 Ford Land All Rights Reserved. 
 
132  “Login,” Ford Acquires Iconic Michigan Central Station as Centerpiece of New Detroit Campus to Usher in 
Ford's Smart, Connected Future | Ford Media Center, accessed October 29, 2020, 
https://media.ford.com/content/fordmedia/fna/us/en/news/2018/06/19/ford-acquires-iconic-michigan-central-
station.html. 
133 Tamara Warren, “Inside Detroit's Crumbling Train Station That Ford Plans to Transform into a Mobility Lab,” 
The Verge (The Verge, June 20, 2018), https://www.theverge.com/2018/6/20/17483696/ford-detroit-train-station. 
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Ford has acquired a substantial amount of space to accomplish their goal and plans to 
locate thousands of employees to the new development. In addition to that, partner companies 
plan to be there as well. Ford Media Center states: 
Ford plans to have at least 1.2 million square feet of space in Corktown, three-
quarters of which will be split between the company and its partners. 
Approximately 2,500 Ford employees, most from the mobility team, who will call 
Corktown their work home by 2022 - with space to accommodate 2,500 
additional employees of partners and other businesses. The remaining 300,000 
square feet will serve as a mix of community and retail space, and residential 
housing. This project is supported by our strong partnership with state and local 
government officials.134 
 
The train terminal itself will undergo a comprehensive restoration on both the inside and 
the outside. According to Ford, the plans for the terminal are a comprehensive restoration and to 
add retail opportunities. “Ford plans to return the grand hall of the station to its original grandeur 
and attract local shops and restaurants in support of a vibrant, inclusive public space for all, 
while the tower will be transformed into modern office space.”135 The project will be undertaken 
in three phases. The first phase consists of winterizing and securing the building. Temporary 
roofing was installed to keep the weather out while the process of drying out the building 
continues. The second phase includes the inspection and repair of the steel structure and the 
preservation of historic features. During this phase, the repair and replacement work on the 
interior and exterior masonry will occur, as well as a comprehensive window replacement. The 
original blueprints are being utilized in the recreation of details. Ford’s engineering department is 
aiding in this process by utilizing 3D modeling of the ornamentation to aid in its recreation. The 
 
134  “Login,” Ford Acquires Iconic Michigan Central Station as Centerpiece of New Detroit Campus to Usher in 
Ford's Smart, Connected Future | Ford Media Center, accessed October 29, 2020, 
https://media.ford.com/content/fordmedia/fna/us/en/news/2018/06/19/ford-acquires-iconic-michigan-central-
station.html. 
135  “Corktown,” accessed October 31, 2020, https://fordland.com/corktown/. 
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third phase of the work will be the restoration and replacement of the final finishes on the 
interior.136 
The design work on the project is being undertaken by Detroit-based architecture firm 
Quinn Evans Architects. Quinn Evans Architects is a respected leader in historic preservation in 
the United States. Construction management of the project will be handled by a joint venture 
between Christman Company and L.S. Brinker Company.137  
The significant investment by Ford shows a strong commitment to historic preservation, 
the history of the Corktown community, and to the city of Detroit. With the centerpiece of the 
development being the train terminal, an impressive restoration is sure to follow. (Figure 6.6) 
                  
Figure 6.6. Michigan Central Station restoration renderings. © 2020 The Ford Motor Company. 
 
Studies show that public transportation is likely to increase in the future. With the 
world’s population continuing to grow, the number of people who reside in cities will continue to 
grow as well. As cities become more congested, so does traffic congestion, leading to longer 
commute times. Traditionally this meant that cities would build more roads to combat this, but 
 
136  "Michigan Central Station's Masonry, Steel Structure Are the Focus of Second Phase of Construction." Plus 
Company Updates 24 May 2019. Business Insights: Essentials. Web. 29 Oct. 2020. 
137  Kelly Weatherwax and Kelly Weatherwax, “Ford Selects Restoration Design and Construction Partners for 
Michigan Central Station,” November 8, 2018, https://www.detroitchamber.com/ford-selects-restoration-design-
and-construction-partners-for-michigan-central-station/. 
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the infrastructure is expensive and infrastructure takes up space.138 It is generally clear that more 
public transportation is used, the more the inner city is accessible and utilized as well. 
Conversely, the less public transportation is implemented, the result is more congestion, less use 
of the inner-city opportunities, and more pollution.  
The future of public transportation seems to be contingent upon new concepts and 
technology promoting efficiency in energy consumption, commute time, and cost savings.139 
Public transportation facilities such as train terminals play an important role in the future of 
public transportation. One of the keys to their long-term viability is their function as a conversion 
point for transportation. As mentioned earlier, this makes public transportation facilities such as 
train terminals likely places for public services and the display of information. Facilities such as 
train terminals also allow individuals the opportunity to engage in social activities and the 
opportunity to interact with people of different races, gender, culture, and age, thereby avoiding 
isolation. In this research, we’ve seen how both Washington Union Station and Kansas City 
Union Station have continued to embrace their traditional role as terminals engaged in public 
transportation with Washington Union Station on a greater scale than that of Kansas City Union 
Station. Both are invested in serving their communities and beyond through train service and 
other forms of public transportation. In and nearby, one can engage in any number of events and 
services at these terminals. By continuing their role as intermodal transportation hubs, both 
terminals appear to position themselves well in the present and future use. 
 
138 TorHoerman Law, “How Will Technology Impact the Future of Public Transportation?,” August 5, 2020, 
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139  Staff, “The Future of Public Transportation Will Come From New Tech and Sustainability,” Engineering.com, 




This thesis has covered the beginnings and cyclical nature of the life of two train 
terminals. It documents the details and circumstances that led to their height of use, decline, and 
renaissance. Currently, both Washington Union Station and Kansas City Union Station have 
been restored to their former selves. New uses were programmed into the spaces deemed less 
critical to the historic nature of the buildings or additions were added to the buildings to ensure 
attractability and self-sufficiency. Their temporary downturn and abandonment were generally 
the results of the changing climate of the railroad industry and the emergence of new forms of 
travel. Their reasons for resurgence however can give insight to fundamental factors that can 
help to sustain their future. Perhaps one of the more compelling observations is that, given the 
opportunity and access, people have shown their willingness to experience and appreciate the 
interesting histories that suffuse these great train terminals through their patronage. Their 
restorations brought them back into the public eye and people responded. They are impressive 
buildings that truly are public treasurers. The loss of Pennsylvania Station, most would agree, 
was a wake-up call to the reality of what could happen if train terminals such as Washington 
Union Station and Kansas City Union Station were left to deteriorate. A common factor in their 
renaissance was that each train station brought new uses aside from train travel to attract visitors 
which generates income crucial to their survival. In both of the terminals' past, their existence 
was attributed to and sustained by train travel and not much else. With the downturn of the 
railroad industry, the terminal followed in a similar decline. Diversification of use appears to be 
an important variable for their future existence. Both Washington Union Station and Kansas City 
Union Station have shown through their respective rehabilitations that they offer a wide variety 
of transportation, retail, commercial and office components that in turn attract tourism, tenants, 
and customers equating to income for the terminals. Flexibility is key to their continued 
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vibrancy. Both terminals and their ownership need to be able to reasonably adapt to current 
trends in all of these components without compromising the historic nature of the original 
facility. Also, the key to their long-term survival is the diversification of ownership and 
management. This provides a larger footprint for decision making and access to resources 
necessary for management and promotion. Currently, Washington Union Station is run by 
Washington Terminal Company, U.S. Department of Transportation and Union Station 
Redevelopment Corporation leases the property to Ashkenazy Acquisition Corporation.140 
Kansas City Union Station is owned by the Union Station Assistance Corporation, and the rail 
lines are owned by the Kansas City Terminal Railway.141 
The railroad terminals of the past were mostly owned by the primary railroad itself. 
Private ownership of such a large structure with local, regional, and national implications proved 
in some cases to not be an ideal structure. Pennsylvania Station was a good example. Owned by 
the Pennsylvania Railroad, the terminal fell on hard times and with no viable option to sell the 
structure, they sold the air rights, and the building was torn down. It was one private company 
acting on behalf of its own survival. In the case of Washington Union Station and Kansas City 
Union Station, ownership is diversified creating a public-private hybrid. This resulted in proven 
success, and the future looks bright for their continued development and that of other 
monumental train stations.  
Do we care for these buildings? Why do we care? One explanation is the accumulation of 
positive experiences with these buildings among their users, both past and present. They leave us 
with a good memory (see Appendix D). The answer to these questions, based on the research and 
 
140  Union Station Redevelopment Corporation, " About USRC,” Union Station Redevelopment Corporation About 
USRC Comments, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.usrcdc.com/about-usrc/. 
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discussion in this thesis, is that we do care for these buildings by evidence of the vast amount of 
resources expended to bring them back from the brink of destruction to their current state. These 
buildings are part of our collective memory and national fabric. Being memorable can lend itself 
to investment, given the right circumstances. Perhaps when being memorable is coupled with 
value, we are more apt to protect it. We are to an extent entertained by these buildings and their 
romantic history which engages our imagination of what was and will be. “The entertainment 
experience is an episode of emotions in response to an ongoing guided imagination.”142 With 
these terminals there is an emotional investment on a personal level and financial investment in 
the public realm in ensuring their continued existence and ability to thrive. 
The success stories of the restoration and adaptive reuse of Washington Union Station 
and Kansas City Union Station highlight a larger picture of the preservation efforts with historic 
train terminals. Many train terminals have been renovated over the years and serve today with a 
new purpose. Cities and communities have found value in these historical buildings. They often 
do or can serve multiple roles such as economic activity centers; they can serve as a catalyst for 
community revitalization thereby initiating community growth; and as this research shows, they 
are an important part of our national heritage. The value of saving these terminals and finding 
new ways for them to contribute to a city’s economic and cultural heritage continues to be seen 
to this day. 
In the end, does the sustained viability of monumental train terminals depend on an 
educated public that embraces its own diverse history, its own diverse culture? Perhaps the 
answer to this question is that it does take an educated and committed public to embrace its 
history and culture to sustain these historic terminals. Without these committed agencies, 
 
142  Eduard Sioe-Hao Tan, “Entertainment Is Emotion: The Functional Architecture of the Entertainment 
Experience,” Media Psychology 11, no. 1 (2008): pp. 28-51, https://doi.org/10.1080/15213260701853161. 
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communities, and individuals, many buildings may not have survived. It took the efforts of a 
relative few that understood this to instigate a larger effort needed to execute their preservation 
and adaptive reuse. Conversely, it could also be said that the sustained viability of historic train 
terminals can and does inform people of their own diverse history and culture through their 
revitalized presence. It very much appears to be a symbiotic relationship in this sense. 
Conceivably, it speaks to the importance of these great buildings for that reason alone. The new 
uses that we conceive for them in the present act as a vehicle for their preservation which allows 
them to show us where we have been and where we might go. Literally an infinite number of 
memorable experiences have accrued in our collective memory and because of these great train 
terminals the individual and shared experiences bring value to historic preservation. These 
terminals were many things to many people: they were gateways, monuments to achievement 
and prosperity, and places where significant events and human interaction occurred. They helped 
to facilitate the history of the United States through the movement of people and ideas. They 
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APPENDIX A.    GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL’S SUBMISSION TO THE 
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APPENDIX E.    MICHIGAN CENTRAL STATION’S SUBMISSION TO THE 
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APPENDIX F.    SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS 
 Below is a screenshot from the National Park Service website. From there you can 
find valuable information regarding standards for preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and 
reconstruction. Additionally, more detailed information on best practice techniques can be found 
in preservation briefs and more. For more information, please visit: 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm  
 
 
 
